OREGON’S DEATH PENALTY: THE PRACTICAL REALITY
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In November 2011, Oregon Governor John Kitzhaber declared a moratorium on the Oregon death penalty, calling it a system that is “compromised and inequitable” and “fails to meet basic standards of justice.” With Governor Kitzhaber’s refusal to allow any further executions under his watch, Oregon became one of the most recent states to withdraw from the death penalty. Indeed, Governor Kitzhaber’s statement recognized the practical and financial difficulties with, and ultimately the unjustness of, Oregon’s death-penalty system and, as such, called on Oregonians to discover a better alternative.

In this Article, Professor Kaplan examines Oregon’s lengthy and dysfunctional death-penalty system and the practical realities that make it so problematic. The discussion analyzes the history of Oregon’s death penalty; the serious and prevalent issue of wrongful convictions across the country (including Oregon); the extraordinary taxpayer costs associated with maintaining the death penalty in Oregon, where only two people—both of whom were volunteers—have been executed; and the changes in state law and death penalty jurisprudence that have slowed the administration of Oregon’s death penalty to render it ineffective. Professor Kaplan argues that, given these practical concerns, the Oregon death penalty, as it currently stands, is in serious need of examination from a public policy standpoint to ensure that
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cost, effectiveness, and time, are given proper consideration. To do this, she recommends that Governor Kitzhaber designate a non-partisan committee to study Oregon’s death penalty as it currently stands and report its findings. Professor Kaplan concludes that a comprehensive committee report on Oregon’s death penalty will ultimately allow Oregonians to decide whether to maintain or abolish the death penalty.
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INTRODUCTION

In practice Oregon has an expensive and unworkable [death penalty] system that fails to meet basic standards of justice. Twenty-seven years after voters reinstated the death penalty it is clear the system is broken.

—Governor John Kitzhaber, November 22, 2011

Oregon’s relationship with the death penalty has been characterized by ambivalence and unpredictability. Its numerous twists and turns have resulted in proponents and opponents alternately gaining the upper hand with the law enacted and repealed over and over again. To be spe-
specific, it was enacted by statute in 1864. It remained in force for 60 years until voters repealed it in 1914. Its abolition was short-lived as voters changed their minds and voted to reinstate it in 1920. The voters again repealed the death penalty in 1964, only to have them re-enact it in 1978. The Oregon Supreme Court deemed it unconstitutional in 1981, and still, voters reinstated it again in 1984. Most recently, in November 2011, Oregon Governor John Kitzhaber declared a moratorium on Oregon’s death penalty until the end of his term stating that he “refuse[s] to be a part of this compromised and inequitable system any longer; and [he] will not allow further executions while [he is] Governor.”

The debate over the death penalty in Oregon and around the country is constant with both moral and legal arguments presented for and against it. And yet, when Governor Kitzhaber declared the Oregon death-penalty system “broken,” placed a moratorium on all executions, and issued a temporary reprieve of the December 2011 scheduled execution of Gary Haugen, his focus was more on the death penalty in prac-

---


2 History of Capital Punishment in Oregon, supra note 1.

3 Id.

4 Id.

5 Id.


tice than on its moral or legal merits; Governor Kitzhaber urged Oregonians to “find a better solution” to a system that he said is arbitrary, expensive and “fails to meet basic standards of justice.” With this announcement, Oregon became one of the latest states in the country to abolish or retreat from the death penalty.

In 2011, Illinois abolished its death penalty; New Mexico repealed its death penalty law in 2009; New Jersey in 2007; and in 2004, New York’s highest court ruled its death penalty statute unconstitutional. And the trend continues. Just this past spring (2012), Connecticut lawmakers voted to repeal its death penalty, making it the 17th state to have abandoned the death penalty. Nationally, the momentum towards repeal seems to be building. Due to high profile death penalty cases like Troy Davis, who was executed in Georgia in 2011 despite a lack of physical evidence linking him to the crime and recantations by a number of critical eyewitnesses who originally implicated him, there has been renewed attention to how the death penalty is working in practice rather than whether it is right or wrong in theory.

Moreover, many of the states that have recently abolished the death penalty (or are considering it) are examining the cost of maintaining it especially in this time of fiscal crisis. Some have concluded that maintenance of the death penalty is a waste of millions of taxpayers’ and state dollars that could be spent elsewhere—especially in states that rarely execute anyone—another practical (rather than moral or legal) considera-

---

9 Jung, supra note 6.
13 See People v. LaValle, 817 N.E.2d 341 (N.Y. 2004) (ruling that the state’s death-penalty statute was unconstitutional because of the statute’s direction on how the jury was to be instructed in case of deadlock). New York has since been without the death penalty, as the law has not been amended.
tion. In Oregon, for example, the State has been unable to administer an effective capital-punishment system. What it does have is a lengthy, unwieldy and dysfunctional system in which only volunteers (those that waive their appeals) are executed. Since 1978, when capital punishment was reinstated in Oregon, the State has obtained 85 death sentences, but there are only 37 on death row today and only two (volunteers) have actually been executed.\textsuperscript{17} Due to the numerous changes to the death penalty law over the years many on Oregon’s death row had their sentences remanded, reversed, or reduced.\textsuperscript{18} Consequently, to this day, there remain a handful of death row prisoners who were originally sentenced to death in the late 1980s, who are still litigating their first direct appeal—more than twenty years later.\textsuperscript{19} Moreover, any future change to Oregon’s death penalty statute or in death penalty jurisprudence could result in all of these cases (and any newer ones) being reexamined, adding more years to each defendant’s appeals process and costing Oregon’s taxpayers more money.\textsuperscript{20}

Governor Kitzhaber’s suspension of the death penalty and his call to “all Oregonians to engage in the long overdue debate that [the death penalty] deserves”\textsuperscript{21} has provided a unique opportunity to examine some of the practical considerations implicated in the death penalty in Oregon and around the country. In this Article, I hope to participate in this debate by setting forth a few of the pragmatic reasons why it is not worthwhile to maintain the death penalty in Oregon. In Part I, I explain the history of the death penalty in Oregon. In Part II, I focus on wrongful convictions. Included in this section are stories of innocent people sentenced to death who were innocent of the crimes for which they were convicted, sentenced and imprisoned. Wrongful convictions have significantly changed the discussion of the death penalty around the country. Oregon, like most states, has wrongfully convicted and imprisoned innocent people and thus, there is always the possibility that Oregon could execute an innocent person. In Part III, I examine the costs to taxpayers of maintaining a death-penalty system in Oregon and in other states, like Oregon, that rarely execute anyone. In Part IV, I focus on Oregon’s inability to administer an effective death penalty—how changes in the law have contributed to Oregon’s lengthy, dysfunctional and costly death-penalty system and how potential future litigation and changes to the law

\textsuperscript{17} Oregon Just. Resource Ctr., Death Sentences Research Database (2012) (on file with author) (last updated Nov. 15, 2012); Press Release, John Kitzhaber, supra note 8. The “37 on death row today” includes those whose death sentences have been reversed and are awaiting resentencing. Oregon Just. Resource Ctr., supra; see infra notes 398–405 and accompanying text.

\textsuperscript{18} See infra Part IV, Oregon’s Lengthy Death-Penalty System.

\textsuperscript{19} See, e.g., State v. Guzek (Guzek III), 86 P.3d 1106 (Or. 2004); State v. Langley (Langley III), 16 P.3d 489, (Or. 2000); State v. Rogers, 4 P.3d 1261 (Or. 2000); State v. McDonnell, 987 P.2d 486, (Or. 1999).

\textsuperscript{20} See infra Part IV, Oregon’s Lengthy Death-Penalty System.

\textsuperscript{21} Press Release, John Kitzhaber, supra note 8.
will only exacerbate these problems. And last, in Part V, I conclude with the recommendation that the Governor designate a committee to conduct a comprehensive review of Oregon’s death-penalty system—a review designed to assess all aspects of Oregon’s death penalty, to identify its problems and to determine whether solutions exist for its overhaul. If the Committee concludes, as I expect it will, that the death-penalty system is broken and dysfunctional, the Governor should commute the sentences of those on death row.

I. The History of Oregon’s Death Penalty

A. 1864–1914

While the Oregon Constitution, originally enacted in 1857, had no provision for the death penalty, in 1864, capital punishment by hanging became legal by statute for first-degree murder22 (having previously been recognized by the territory of Oregon).23 In 1903, to restrict public attendance, the law was amended to require executions be carried out at the Oregon State Penitentiary in Salem.24 Prior to this change in law, a public hanging was a community event. H.D. Egbert, a 26-year-old, convicted of murder, became the first person to be hung under the new law in 1904.25 Twenty-three more individuals were hung over the next ten years.26

Even in these early death penalty cases, the constitutionality of capital punishment was at issue.27 Most opponents who challenged the law saw it as contrary to Article 1, section 15 of the Oregon Constitution, which at the time read, “Laws for the punishment of crime shall be founded on the principles of reformation and not of vindictive justice.”28 In State v. Finch, the Oregon Supreme Court recognized the section’s ambiguous terminology, and set out to define its scope, holding that the death penalty was constitutional.29 First, it reasoned that because the territorial law prior to Oregon’s admittance into the union inflicted the

---

23 Ex parte Kerby, 205 P. 279, 279 (Or. 1922). First degree murder included “some other evidence of malice than the mere proof of the killing... unless the killing was effected in the commission or attempt to commit a felony; and deliberation and premeditation when necessary to constitute murder in the first degree [was] evidenced by poisoning, lying in wait, or some other proof that the design was formed and matured in cool blood and not hastily upon the occasion.” State v. Anderson, 10 Or. 448, 463 (1882) (quoting General Laws of Oregon, Crim. Code, ch. II, § 519, at 407 (Deady & Lane 1843–1872)) (internal quotation mark omitted).
24 History of Capital Punishment in Oregon, supra note 1.
25 Id.
26 See id.
27 See, e.g., State v. Finch, 103 P. 505, 511–12 (Or. 1909); Anderson, 10 Or. at 465.
29 Finch, 103 P. at 511–12.
death penalty “and no change was made in that penalty, or in the law itself.... [but only] re-enacted with some slight amendments,” capital punishment was deemed constitutional. Second, comparing the section with others in the Constitution, the Court noted that Article V, section 15 allows reprieves by the Governor, which operate “only in capital cases.” Third, “the section in question was substantially copied from the Constitution of the state of Indiana.” The Indiana Supreme Court had previously upheld the death penalty, finding that, despite the death penalty, “[t]here is indeed nothing vindictive in our penal laws. The main object of all punishment is the protection of society.” Accordingly, capital punishment remained the law in Oregon until 1914.

B. 1914–1978

The early part of the 20th century was the most active period of capital punishment repeal and reinstatement in American history. Between 1897 and 1917, 10 states abolished capital punishment, and eight of them reinstated it by the end of the 1930s, some within a few years of abolition. Oregon was one of these states. In 1914, Oregonians voted to repeal the death penalty, only to reinstate it just six years later. In many states, abolition of the death penalty occurred during the first two decades of the 20th century along with other Progressive Era reform legislation. Oswald West, Oregon’s governor from 1911 to 1915, enacted numerous progressive reforms and vowed to eliminate the death penalty during his term of office. Following a failed attempt in 1912, Oregon voters repealed the death penalty in 1914 by constitutional amendment with a margin of 50.04%, a mere 157 votes. Article I, section 36 read, “The death penalty shall not be inflicted upon any person under the laws of Oregon. The maximum punishment which may be in-

---

30 Id. at 511.
31 Id.
32 Id. at 512.
33 Id. (quoting Driskell v. State, 7 Ind. 338, 343 (1855)).
35 History of Capital Punishment in Oregon, supra note 1.
36 See Galliher et al., supra note 34, at 539–41.
37 Id. at 540, 549.
38 Id. at 550; History of Capital Punishment in Oregon, supra note 1; see also Or. Const. art. I, § 36 (1914) (repealed 1920); Initiative, Referendum and Recall: 1912–1914, Or. Blue Book, http://bluebook.state.or.us/state/elections/elections12.htm. Governor West believed that by including the death-penalty repeal in the state constitution, Oregonians would never again need to vote on the issue. Instead, there have been seven voter initiatives on the death penalty during last century, far more than any other state. Hugo Adam Bedau, Death is Different: Studies in the Morality, Law, and Politics of Capital Punishment 155–56 (1987).
It is interesting to note that this repeal amendment passed with the help of women, as this was the first ballot measure in which women were allowed to vote in Oregon. The vote may also have been influenced by the placement of a ballot initiative for prohibiting the manufacture and sale of liquor that appeared on the official ballot immediately before the death penalty initiative.

The end of the Progressive Era coincided with the end of World War I’s economic recession, and, according to Oregon’s then governor Ben Olcott, a “wave of crime [that] ha[d] swept over the country.” Olcott continued, “Oregon has suffered from this criminal blight, and during the past few months the commission of a number of cold-blooded and fiendish homicides has aroused our people to a demand for greater and more certain protection.” One case in particular undoubtedly influenced voters’ opinions on the death penalty at the time. The Centralia Massacre was a violent and bloody incident that occurred in nearby Centralia, Washington on November 11, 1919, during a parade celebrating the first anniversary of Armistice Day. This conflict between the American Legion and workers who were members of the Industrial Workers of the World resulted in at least three deaths, many wounded, numerous prison terms, and an ongoing dispute over the motivations and events that caused the massacre. Following this massacre, the Governor, the

---

39 Or. Const. art. I, § 36 (1914) (repealed 1920); State v. Hecker, 221 P. 808, 813 (Or. 1923). Prior to the adoption of this amendment, while the Constitution was silent on the subject of the death penalty, there were statutes fixing death as the penalty for treason, 1 Lord’s Oregon Laws § 1892 (1910), and for murder in the first-degree, id. § 1903; and there were three sections of the Code prescribing the mode of executing the death sentence, id. §§ 1598–1600. Hecker, 221 P. at 813.


41 The official pamphlet for the November 3, 1914, election was mailed to every registered voter; the pamphlet contained the proposed prohibition amendment in full, and advised the voters that the object was to amend Article 1 of the Constitution “by adding thereto a section to be designated section 36 of article 1,” and that the purpose of the amendment was to prohibit the manufacture and sale of intoxicating liquors within the state of Oregon after January 1, 1916, except for medicinal, scientific, sacramental, or mechanical purposes. The official ballots, among other things, referred to the measure as the ‘Prohibition Constitutional Amendment’. The official pamphlet also contained a full copy of the proposed amendment abolishing the death penalty.” Hecker, 221 P. at 813.


43 Id.


45 Id. at 273, 277–78, 280, 284.
Oregon American Legion, a majority of the state prosecutors and the Oregon Bar Association all endorsed reinstating the death penalty.\textsuperscript{46}

In response, 56\% of Oregon voters ended the state’s six-year moratorium on the death penalty in 1920 by supporting a constitutional amendment for its restoration.\textsuperscript{47} The amendment read: “The penalty for murder in the first degree shall be death, except when the trial jury shall in its verdict recommend life imprisonment . . . .”\textsuperscript{48} The method of execution “must be inflicted by hanging the defendant by the neck until he be dead, and the judgment must be executed by the superintendent or one of the wardens of the penitentiary. All executions must take place within the inclosure of the penitentiary.”\textsuperscript{49} It is interesting to note that at that time a minor could be given a death sentence, even though no person under the age of 21 was allowed to witness an execution.\textsuperscript{50} Emmet Bancroft, a 25-year-old convicted of murdering a local sheriff during a prison break, was the first person hung under the newly reenacted law.\textsuperscript{51} Fifteen others were executed between 1920 and 1931, including L.W. Peare, who, at 67, was the oldest man ever executed in Oregon.\textsuperscript{52} Two inmates also committed suicide on Oregon’s death row during this same period.\textsuperscript{53} Like many states around this time, in 1931, Oregon stopped hanging individuals\textsuperscript{54} and began using lethal gas.\textsuperscript{55} Eighteen gas-chamber


\textsuperscript{48} See Or. Const. art. I, § 37 (1920) (repealed 1964). Section 38 stated “[a]ll provisions of the laws of Oregon abrogated and repealed as in conflict with section 36, which section is herein repealed, are hereby revived as of full force and effect from and after the adoption of this constitutional amendment, subject to amendment by the legislative assembly.” Or. Const. art. I, § 38 (1920) (repealed 1964).

\textsuperscript{49} 1920 Or. Laws, ch. 20, § 2. The only change in procedure for execution between the 1920 and the 1978 versions of the amendments was the method of execution used. 1979 Or. Laws ch. 2, § 7 (requiring executions to be carried out by “lethal gas”).

\textsuperscript{50} 1920 Or. Laws, ch. 20, § 2.

\textsuperscript{51} History of Capital Punishment in Oregon, supra note 1.

\textsuperscript{52} Id.

\textsuperscript{53} Id.

\textsuperscript{54} Hanging is one of the oldest methods of execution in the United States, but fell into disfavor in the 20th century after many failed attempts, and was replaced mostly by lethal gas or electrocution. See Descriptions of Execution Methods, Death Penalty Info. Ctr., http://www.deathpenaltyinfo.org/descriptions-execution-methods. Delaware and Washington still use hanging but have lethal injection as an alternative method. Id.

\textsuperscript{55} History of Capital Punishment in Oregon, supra note 1. The first person to be executed in the United States by lethal gas was Gee Jon on February 8, 1924 in the Nevada State Prison, Descriptions of Execution Methods, supra note 54, and Walter LeGrand was the last elected to be executed by lethal gas in Arizona on March 3,
executions took place between 1931 and 1964, including 17-year-old John Anthony Soto, “the youngest person ever executed in Oregon,” who was convicted of murdering three people.\textsuperscript{56}

Besides Governor West, who successfully abolished the death penalty in 1914 during his time in office, “probably no chief executive in Oregon gave firmer public opposition to capital punishment than Robert Holmes, a Democrat, elected [governor] in 1956 to complete the unexpired two-year portion of his predecessor’s four-year term.”\textsuperscript{57} In his two years as governor, Holmes commuted all three death sentences that were brought before him.\textsuperscript{58} He became “thoroughly identified with the abolition movement, so that many of his opponents became its opponents and vice versa.”\textsuperscript{59} Oregon abolitionists tried once again to repeal the death penalty in November 1958, but the vote was “entangled in the gubernatorial struggle.”\textsuperscript{60} Holmes’s opponent, then Secretary of State Mark Hatfield, also against the death penalty, “insisted he would uphold the law if elected governor and not use his power of commutation to accomplish what the legislature, trial juries, appellate courts, and electorate refused to do.”\textsuperscript{61} Governor Holmes lost the 1958 election to Mr. Hatfield,\textsuperscript{62} and the referendum on capital punishment lost in 25 out of 36 counties.\textsuperscript{63} In Multnomah County, which accounted for one-third of the votes cast, the measure lost by 8,000 votes.

In the early 1960s, death penalty opponents argued in court that the death penalty was a “cruel and unusual” punishment, and therefore unconstitutional under the Eighth Amendment.\textsuperscript{64} But, in Oregon, it was the popular Governor Hatfield, a staunch opponent of the death penalty,

\begin{quote}
\end{quote}

\begin{quote}
\end{quote}

\begin{quote}
\end{quote}

\begin{quote}
\textsuperscript{58} Id. at 530; see also Eacret v. Holmes, 333 P.2d 741, 742 (Or. 1958).
\end{quote}

\begin{quote}
\textsuperscript{59} Bedau, supra note 57, at 530.
\end{quote}

\begin{quote}
\textsuperscript{60} Id.
\end{quote}

\begin{quote}
\textsuperscript{61} Id.
\end{quote}

\begin{quote}
\end{quote}

\begin{quote}
\textsuperscript{63} Bedau, supra note 57, at 530.
\end{quote}

\begin{quote}
\textsuperscript{64} Id. ("[M]any opponents of the death penalty noted that the abolition referendum would have succeeded if only Multnomah County could have been moved into the abolition column.").
\end{quote}

\begin{quote}
\textsuperscript{65} In \textit{Trop v. Dulles}, 356 U.S. 86, 100–01 (1958), the U.S. Supreme Court held that the Eighth Amendment contained an “evolving standard[] of decency that mark[ed] the progress of a maturing society.” Abolitionists applied the Court’s logic to executions and argued that the U.S. had progressed to a point that its “standard of decency” should no longer tolerate the death penalty. \textit{See Robert M. Bohm, Deathquest: An Introduction to the Theory and Practice of Capital Punishment in the United States} 11–12 (1999).
\end{quote}
who influenced the state’s electorate to consider repeal. On August 20, 1962, LeRoy Sanford McGahuey was executed in the gas chamber; he was the first person put to death in Oregon since 195367 (and the last involuntary person executed to date68) and Oregon voters for the second time in their history repealed the death penalty on November 3, 1964, by a 60% vote. Two days later, Governor Hatfield commuted three death sentences, including Jeannace Freeman, the only woman at the time ever sentenced to death in Oregon.69 The repeal remained in effect until 1978.

C. 1978–2011

In 1978, Oregon voters again reinstated the death penalty via Ballot Measure 8, incorporating the law into the Oregon Revised Statutes (ORS) sections 163.115 and 163.116.70 This was the largest majority vote in favor of the death penalty to date, with 64% of the electorate favoring the measure.71 However, because the law required that the trial judge, not a jury, determine a defendant’s sentence, it was struck down by the Oregon Supreme Court in 1981 and deemed unconstitutional.72 Only


67 See Executions, supra note 56.


69 1965 Or. Laws 6; History of Capital Punishment in Oregon, supra note 1. “How is this triumph to be explained? Those experienced in other ballot measure campaigns in Oregon could say, with some claim to truth, that the death penalty was abolished by concentrating $10,000 worth of political effort in the state’s single most populous county. No doubt the referendum effort was helped also by the general interest surrounding the presidential contest between Lyndon Johnson and Barry Goldwater. With a light vote in an off-year election, the death-penalty referendum might have failed even with a campaign like the one mounted in 1964. Victory at the polls may also have been helped by other factors, such as the growing number of young voters (who tend, more than their elders, to oppose the death penalty). Probably the great majority of those who became eligible to vote between 1958 and 1964 favored passage of Ballot Measure No 1.” Bedau, supra note 57, at 534–35.


71 Or. Rev. Stat. § 163.116 (repealed 1981); see also History of Capital Punishment in Oregon, supra note 1.

72 See History of Capital Punishment in Oregon, supra note 1.

73 State v. Quinn, 623 P.2d 630 (Or. 1981). “With the abolition of capital punishment in 1964, there was no longer a need for the statutes to distinguish between those murders for which a death penalty could be imposed and those for which it could not . . . . In summary, the new statute, as drafted, restores deliberation
three years later in 1984, Oregon voters passed Ballot Measure 6 with 55% of the vote, creating Article I, section 40 to exempt Article I, sections 15–16 of the Oregon Constitution from the death-penalty system and Ballot Measure 7 with 75% of the vote, which amended ORS 163.150 “to require that, following a conviction for aggravated murder, a defendant be given a separate sentencing hearing before the trial jury,” again reinstating the death penalty.

The reinstatement of Oregon’s death penalty in the late 1970s and early 1980s reflected a nationwide increase in public support for capital punishment. Likewise, the use of desert theory, or more generally the country’s “tough on crime” attitude, resulted in a staggering growth in the U.S. incarceration rates in the 1990s. This “tough on crime” attitude was first introduced in 1964 (the same year the death penalty was voted down in Oregon) during Barry Goldwater’s presidential campaign.

as an additional element of murder for which a greater penalty, death, may be imposed much as it was under the pre-1971 statutory scheme.” Id. at 641–42; see also Ring v. Arizona, 536 U.S. 584, 609 (2002) (applying rule from Apprendi v. New Jersey, 530 U.S. 466, 496–97 (2000), to capital sentencing schemes, holding that the Sixth Amendment requires a jury to find the aggravating factors necessary for imposing the death penalty); Kanter, supra note 47, at 633–34; History of Capital Punishment in Oregon, supra note 1.


76 Welsh S. White, The Death Penalty in the Eighties: An Examination of the Modern System of Capital Punishment 16 (1987). “By the end of the 1970s, the [past] goals of rehabilitation were no longer the primary purpose of incarceration; rather, arguably more punitive or retributive goals emerged as the dominant purpose of prisons and incarceration.” Lyn Suzanne Entzeroth, The End of the Beginning: The Politics of Death and the American Death Penalty Regime in the Twenty-First Century, 90 Or. L. Rev. 797, 811–12 (2012). It is interesting to note that Oregon was the only state to reinstate the death penalty that did not have it in place at the time of Furman v. Georgia, 408 U.S. 238 (1972) (per curiam), in 1972 and Gregg v. Georgia, 428 U.S. 153 (1976), in 1976.


79 Id. at 158.
York introduced mandatory minimum drug sentences in 1973, including a 15-year minimum sentence for four ounces of heroin or cocaine possession.\textsuperscript{80} This law prompted the federal government to create its own mandatory drug and violent crime sentences in the 1980s.\textsuperscript{81} In fact, “[t]his system of almost unfettered judicial discretion came under increasing attack in the 1970s and early 1980s due to the perceived unjustness of vast disparities in sentences for similar crimes, widespread fear about rising drug abuse and drug-related crime, and concerns about the effectiveness of penal rehabilitation.”\textsuperscript{82} The Federal Sentencing Guidelines of 1987 resulted in “narrow—and often quite severe—sentencing ranges.”\textsuperscript{83} Likewise, in the 1990s, states began eliminating parole, enacting three-strikes laws, and regularly sentencing felons to life without parole.\textsuperscript{84}

It is not surprising that public support for the death penalty would go hand in hand with support for increased incarceration and harsher sentences. From 1980 to 1986, the nationwide death row population grew from 715 to 1,714.\textsuperscript{85} However, over time, the resultant increase in execution numbers apparently worked to decrease the significance of execution to the public.\textsuperscript{86}

In Oregon, desert theory was introduced as the primary justification for harsher sentencing in the mid-1970s.\textsuperscript{87} In addition to reinstituting the death penalty in 1978, other laws reflected the “tough on crime” mentality. In 1977, Oregon’s legislature enacted its aggravated murder statute, which “provided for life imprisonment with significant mandatory minimums (at least twenty years) before a convicted individual could even be considered for parole, let alone released.”\textsuperscript{88} In 1979, the year after capital punishment was reinstated, the Oregon Code was amended to allow execution in murder cases where a person “places or discharges a destructive
device or bomb or who commits or attempts to commit aircraft piracy.” Further, when death is not imposed, a person convicted of murder “shall be required to serve not less than 25 years before becoming eligible for parole.”

As in many states, Oregon’s reinstatement of capital punishment was partially influenced by the landmark U.S. Supreme Court decisions Furman v. Georgia and Gregg v. Georgia. Prior to 1972, most states gave jury discretion to determine both guilt and sentencing in a single proceeding. Under this system, “about 100 defendants a year were sentenced to death during the two decades before 1972, and until the Supreme Court imposed a de facto moratorium on capital punishment in the late sixties, about half of them were executed.” In Furman, the Supreme Court explained that “death is different” and declared such a jury-based discretionary system unconstitutional. At the time of the ruling, the general belief was that capital punishment was unconstitutional. However, some states, including Georgia, responded by enacting new death penalty statutes to challenge this ruling. As a result, only four years later, in 1976, the Court in Gregg ruled that the Georgia death penalty statute, which included certain safeguards against arbitrarily imposed death sentences, was constitutional.

The overall effect of these changes in capital-punishment laws was “a roller coaster system of capital justice, in which large numbers of people [were] constantly spilling into and out of death row, but virtually no actual executions [took] place.” In the six years following Gregg, 1,240 defendants nationwide were sentenced to death, with 841 ultimately being removed from death row. Of the remaining 399, only six were executed, five of them volunteers. Furthermore, the length of time in determin-
ing the constitutionality of a death sentence was significantly increased post-

_Furman_. In fact, “with the single exception of the _Spenkellink_ case [in Florida], no capital sentence had been litigated to its conclusion unless it had either been reversed or the defendant had voluntarily chosen to forgo further appeals.” While the Supreme Court attempted to speed up the process in the years following _Furman_, this phenomenon continues today.

In Oregon, adding to this “rollercoaster system of capital justice,” was the direct impact of the 1989 Supreme Court decision in _Penry v. Lynaugh_. There, the Court reversed a Texas death-penalty sentence as violating the Eighth Amendment and requiring jury consideration of mitigating evidence at death sentencing. As Oregon’s 1984 death penalty was based substantially on Texas’s law, it required Oregon’s legislature to amend its death penalty accordingly. The 1984 law with this change and a few other statutory amendments remains the law today. As noted above, since Oregonians reinstated the death penalty in 1978 and 1984, only two people have been executed in Oregon. In 1996, death penalty volunteer Douglas Franklin Wright was the first person executed by lethal injection. One year later, another volunteer, Harry Charles Moore, was the second.

### D. Today

On December 6, 2011, Oregon was set to execute Gary Haugen, another death-penalty volunteer who successfully waived his appeals and requested execution. With the intervention of Governor Kitzhaber, who declared a moratorium on the death penalty at least until 2015,
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102 _Id._ (footnote omitted).
103 See _infra_ Part IV, Oregon’s Lengthy Death-Penalty System.
105 _Id._ at 316–19; see _infra_ Part IV, Oregon’s Lengthy Death-Penalty System.
106 History of Capital Punishment in Oregon, _supra_ note 1; see Kanter, _supra_ note 47, at 634 (“The drafters of Oregon’s Ballot Measure 8 borrowed the worst and ignored the best provisions of the Texas statutory scheme . . . .”).
107 OR. REV. STAT. § 163.150 (2011). Under the amended law, life imprisonment with the possibility of parole should only be imposed upon a jury finding of mitigating circumstances by 10 or more members of the jury. _Id._ § 163.150(2); see also _id._ § 163.150(1)(b)(D).
109 Executions, _supra_ note 56. Harry Charles Moore, who was executed in 1997, similarly gave up his right to appeal, threatening to sue anyone who tried to stop his execution. See Pitkin, _supra_ note 108.
110 Jung, _supra_ note 8; Terry, _supra_ note 8.
Haugen gained a temporary reprieve. Haugen would have been only the third person (and the third death-penalty volunteer) executed in Oregon in 49 years.

II. Wrongful Convictions and the Death Penalty

While many of those charged with capital murder in Oregon will likely receive competent counsel, adequate funds for the hiring of experts, and sufficient court time to present their cases, there is no guarantee that the State will not wrongfully convict an innocent person and sentence him to death. The hundreds of wrongful convictions nationwide have proven that procedural fairness differs considerably from substantive perfection. Even in cases where the trial is fair—the prosecutor ethical, the judge attentive, and the appeals thoughtfully decided—criminal cases regularly turn on informant or witness credibility, eyewitness identifications, and scientific and circumstantial evidence. As a result, there is no guaranteed method of determining the innocent from the guilty. Moreover, the belief that Oregon’s ten-part appeals process in capital cases protects against wrongful convictions is misguided. In fact, a thorough appeals process does not ensure against a wrongful conviction. On the contrary, it often works against innocence or resists it. Indeed,
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111 Jung, supra note 6. On August 3, 2012, Marion County Circuit Judge Timothy P. Alexander ruled that Haugen “has the right to reject Governor Kitzhaber’s reprieve.” Terry, supra note 8. The Governor is appealing that ruling. Zheng, supra note 8.

112 Terry, supra note 8. The last non-volunteer execution in Oregon took place in 1962 when LeRoy Sanford McGahuey, a 40-year-old logger, was convicted of murdering a woman and her son. See Sister Recalls Last Man Executed in Oregon, Register-Guard (Eugene), Aug. 21, 1988, at 6B.

113 For the purposes of this Article, “wrongful conviction” applies to a defendant who was factually innocent, yet convicted of a crime. Factual innocence can apply when the defendant was “not the actual perpetrator [of the crime] (and bore no accomplice responsibility) or . . . no crime was committed.” D. Michael Risinger & Lesley C. Risinger, Innocence is Different: Taking Innocence into Account in Reforming Criminal Procedure, 56 N.Y. St. U. L. Rev. 869, 875 (2011/12).

114 Proponents and opponents of the death penalty agree that appeals are lengthy because death is the ultimate punishment and there’s no room for error. See, e.g., Morning Edition: Josh Marquis on Death Penalty Appeals Process (NPR radio broadcast June 13, 2000), available at http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=1075372 (Clatsop County district attorney Joshua Marquis discussing the death and his belief “that the lengthy appeals process catches the few cases where people end up on death row who shouldn’t be there”); see also Tim Novotny, Coos County D.A. Responds to Kitzhaber Decision, KCBY News (Nov. 23, 2011, 9:07 PM), http://www.kcby.com/news/local/Coos-County-DA-responds-to-Kitzhaber-decision-134436918.html.

115 In fact, actual innocence at post-conviction is an open question of law in Oregon. See Appellant’s Opening Brief at 1, 6, Moskios v. Coursey, 268 P.3d 821 (Or. App. 2011) (No. A145756) (affirming denial of relief without opinion), rev. denied 275 P.3d 968 (Or. 2012); see also Anderson v. Gladden, 383 P.2d 986, 991 (Or.
most wrongful-conviction cases are not discovered and reversed within the system, but are solved by dedicated attorneys, journalists, innocence projects, and students working outside the system. As Oregonians discuss and debate the pros and cons of maintaining the death penalty, it is important to examine wrongful convictions around the country to better understand what is at stake. Then it should be clear that unless the death penalty is abolished, there will always be the possibility that Oregon will wrongfully convict, sentence and execute an innocent person.

As mentioned above, Troy Davis’ case brought a significant amount of attention to the possibility that innocent individuals not only have been wrongfully convicted but wrongfully executed as well. Unfor-

116 On appeal, courts are concerned with whether legal errors occurred in the trial proceedings. Appellate courts do not reconsider whether the defendant is guilty or innocent; rather they consider whether there were errors in the legal proceedings, such as jury misconduct, prosecutorial misconduct or ineffective assistance of counsel, that compromised the reliability of the jury’s verdict. Because of this limitation, an appellate lawyer cannot directly argue that the appellant is innocent. See Keith A. Findley, Innocence Protection in the Appellate Process, 95 Marq. L. Rev. 591, 601–03 (2009). Moreover, while there have been a number of procedural protections to protect against wrongful convictions implemented in many states, many of them have not been implemented in Oregon. See Reforms by State, INNOCENCE PROJECT, http://www.innocenceproject.org/news/LawView.php. Also, because Oregon does not have a local Innocence Project (or like organization), it is likely that the true number of innocent individuals wrongly convicted in Oregon is substantially under-reported.

117 In re Davis, 130 S. Ct. 1 (2009). In the years between Davis’ conviction and his execution date, seven crucial witnesses for the State recanted their testimony, and several people implicated the State’s principal witness, Redd Coles, as the shooter. Id. at 1; see also Garrett, supra note 16 (explaining no physical evidence linking Davis to the crime was ever introduced and testimony shed light on a “perfect storm of botched eyewitness-identification procedures,” where police used suggestive procedures, pressured witnesses during a crime reenactment to develop a consistent story, showed some of the witnesses Davis’ picture before conducting a line-up, and inexplicably waited for days before compiling photo arrays for witnesses to identify the shooter, severely impacting the reliability of any identification); Editorial, A Grievous Wrong, N.Y. Times, Sept. 21, 2011, at A30.

118 When Troy Davis was executed, polls showed that 57% of Americans believed that he was innocent. Guy Adams, Troy Davis Executed After Appeals Fail, INDEPENDENT (Sept. 22, 2011), http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/troy-davis-executed-after-appeals-fail-2358927.html. Over 500 people demonstrated outside of the prison on the night of Davis’ execution, echoing the high-profile and vocal slogan that there was “too much doubt” in Davis’ case. Kim Severson, Georgia Inmate Executed; Raised Racial Issues in Death Penalty, N.Y. Times, Sept. 22, 2011, at A1. This same call to stay the execution was reflected in a record 630,000 petition signatures delivered to the Georgia Board of Pardon and Paroles and the list of people asking for clemency including former President Jimmy Carter, Archbishop Desmond Tutu, Pope Benedict XVI, the European Union, and 51 members of Congress. Id.; see also Vicky Eckenrode, Pope Makes Plea to Spare Life of Troy Davis, SAVANNAHNOW (July 21, 2007, 1:24 AM), http://savannahnow.com/troy-davis/20070720/pope-makes-plea-spare-life-troy-davis; Michael King, Timeline of Troy Davis Case, USA TODAY (Sept. 22, 2011, 3:07 PM),
Fortunately, Davis’ case is unique only in the amount of public attention and outrage it generated. There are countless other examples of people who have been convicted and imprisoned, and some who have been executed, despite their innocence or there being serious doubts regarding their guilt. The effect of these stories has reverberated across the country. As a 2009 Gallup poll showed, 59% of Americans believed that a person had been executed under the death penalty in the previous five years, despite his innocence of the crime with which he was charged. 119 The evolution of DNA evidence and the rapid increase in exonerations 120 have revealed a “non-trivial percentage of factually innocent people are convicted of serious crimes in the United States.” 121 Additionally, because so many cases do not have DNA evidence available, DNA based exonerations “surely reflect only the tip of a very large iceberg.” 122

While it is difficult to determine an exact number of innocent persons who have been convicted, an often-quoted statistic is about 0.5% of all criminal cases. 123 Applying this rate to the total estimated number of annual convictions (4,940,890), this percentage suggests a rough approximation of 24,704 cases of innocent people who are convicted each year. 124 Furthermore, some estimates place the true rate of wrongful convictions much higher. Between 1977 and 2001, 553 people were executed in the United States while another 80 death-row inmates were released.

120 More than 300 people have been exonerated through DNA testing nationwide. Innocence Project Case Profiles, Innocence Project, http://www.innocenceproject.org/know/.
121 Risinger & Risinger, supra note 113, at 874.
123 Leon Friedman, The Problem of Convicting Innocent Persons: How Often Does It Occur and How Can It Be Prevented?, 56 N.Y.L. SCH. L. REV. 1053, 1054 (2011–12). See also C. Ronald Huff et al., Convicted But Innocent: Wrongful Conviction and Public Policy 56–70 (1996) for a study of innocence rates in Ohio that concluded that 0.5% of those convicted of serious offenses were innocent. And see Marvin Zalman et al., Officials’ Estimates of the Incidence of “Actual Innocence” Convictions, 25 JUST. Q. 72 (2008), for a Michigan study concluding that the innocence rate in that state is a little less than 1%. For a study that arrived at a much higher rate of factual error—3.3%–5%—for capital rape-murders in the 1980s, see D. Michael Risinger, Innocents Convicted: An Empirically Justified Factual Wrongful Conviction Rate, 97 J. CRIM. L. & CRIMINOLOGY 761 (2007).
124 Friedman, supra note 123 at 1056.
after they were found innocent. That means that for every seven people executed in that time frame, one innocent person was freed—an “error rate” of more than 12%. “Since 1973, 142 people in 26 states have been released from death row with evidence of their innocence.”

A. Causes of Wrongful Convictions

While wrongful convictions occur for many different reasons, an examination of wrongful convictions in capital cases can have particularly tragic results. The case of Carlos DeLuna, a mentally retarded Texas man, provides an example of a wrongful conviction, and ultimately, an innocent person’s execution. DeLuna was convicted for the brutal murder of a female gas station attendant, despite the fact that there was no DNA, blood evidence, fingerprints, or footprints linking him to the blood-covered crime scene. “Police investigators botched the crime scene by turning it back to the store manager just two hours after the murder to be washed down and reopened immediately.” Evidence from the initial investigation was examined by a prosecutor the day after the trial and never returned, thereby destroying any possibility of further testing of DNA evidence. There was only one eyewitness, who was unclear about what he had seen. Police had initially sought another suspect who looked like DeLuna (and was also named Carlos), but they did not share this information with the defense, nor did they follow up with the other suspect when DeLuna identified him as the killer. DeLuna’s defense attorney had no criminal trial experience and did not call a single witness.
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mitigating witness in the sentencing phase of the trial.\textsuperscript{134} In other words, “[t]he DeLuna case was flawed at virtually every level.”\textsuperscript{135}

1. Informants

In capital cases, informant perjury is the leading cause of wrongful convictions.\textsuperscript{136} These “snitch” cases most commonly involve jailhouse informants who are promised leniency in their own cases or killers with incentives to divert attention away from themselves.\textsuperscript{137} In 111 death row exonerations since the death penalty was resumed in the 1970s, “snitch” cases accounted for 45.9% of the wrongful convictions.\textsuperscript{138} In Illinois, where the death penalty was ultimately abolished, partially due to the high rate of wrongful conviction, prosecutors used “snitch” testimony to win the convictions for 14 of the 18 capital case exonerees.\textsuperscript{139}

2. Eyewitness Identifications

The second most common cause of wrongful capital convictions is erroneous eyewitness identifications, which occur in 25.2% of capital cases\textsuperscript{140} and plays a role in nearly 75% of all convictions overturned through DNA testing.\textsuperscript{141} The inaccurate identifications are often due to human error of the witness as well as faulty execution of police identification procedures (such as live lineups, photo spreads, or show-ups—where a suspect is identified at the crime scene), which can reinforce potential flaws in the original observation.\textsuperscript{142}

\begin{footnotes}
\item \textsuperscript{134} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{135} Id. See James S. Liebman et al., \textit{Los Tocayos Carlos}, 43 COLUM. HUM. RTS. L. REV. 711 (2012), for further detail about all of the ways that DeLuna’s case was flawed, providing just one example of how causes of wrongful convictions often combine and overlap, and could result in the execution of a man who was almost indisputably innocent.
\item \textsuperscript{137} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{138} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{140} Warden, supra note 136, at 3.
\item \textsuperscript{142} Krieger, supra note 122, at 341. On November 29, 2012, in \textit{State v. Lawson}, the Oregon Supreme Court issued a groundbreaking decision requiring major changes in the way courts are required to evaluate identification evidence. In setting up a new legal framework designed to reduce the likelihood of wrongful convictions, the Court took into account more than 30 years of scientific research on eyewitness identification and memory. The new framework requires courts to consider all the factors that may affect an identification’s reliability and instructs courts to use remedies, such as limiting the witness’s testimony and permitting expert testimony, to explain the scientific research on memory and identification when appropriate. It
\end{footnotes}
3. False Confessions

False confessions account for 14.4% of wrongful capital convictions.\footnote{False Confessions, INNOCENCE PROJECT, http://www.innocenceproject.org/understand/False-Confessions.php.} There have been “hundreds of documented false confession cases” often resulting from misleading suspects “during hours and hours of interrogation.”\footnote{Warden, supra note 136, at 3.} Innocent people may confess for a variety of reasons, including any combination of the following factors: duress, coercion, intoxication, diminished capacity, mental impairment, ignorance of the law, fear of violence, the actual infliction of harm, the threat of a harsh sentence, and misunderstanding of the situation.\footnote{Id.} It is not surprising that confessions from juveniles and people with diminished mental capacity are often unreliable.\footnote{Krieger, supra note 122, at 348 (footnotes omitted) (citing Craig M. Cooley, Forensic Science and Capital Punishment Reform: An “Intellectually Honest” Assessment, 17 GEO. MASON U. C.R. L.J. 299 (2007)).}

4. Unvalidated or Improper Forensic Science

False or misleading scientific evidence, which may take the form of DNA analysis or other scientific evidence and testimony, is the cause of wrongful convictions in 9.9% of capital cases.\footnote{Warden, supra note 136, at 3.} There are critical problems of deficiency amongst the crime labs that perform DNA testing. These include:

1. a lack of training of forensic examiners;
2. a lack of science in forensic “science” (i.e., certain techniques such as fingerprinting are not based on legitimate scientific principles);
3. a lack of preventative measures in forensic science that account for and minimize observer effects (i.e., subconscious effects on the examiner);
4. a lack of clear standards to counter the highly subjective nature of forensic examinations that renders them very susceptible to an assortment of errors, particularly those caused by subconscious observer effects; [and] 5. a lack of funding for the forensic science community . . . .\footnote{Krieger, supra note 122, at 356.}

Additionally, other scientific evidence is often faulty or analyzed using incorrect or outdated methods. And yet, with all the reservations detailed above, the testimony of a “scientific expert” can be disproportionately convincing to a jury unfamiliar with the person’s area of expertise.

The case of Cameron Todd Willingham is another tragic example where, despite clear and concrete evidence contradicting the science that was initially used to convict him, the state of Texas refused to overturn the conviction. This also shifts the burden to the state to establish that the evidence is admissible. State v. Lawson, 352 Or. 724 (2012).
his conviction or spare him from execution. Willingham was convicted of setting fire to his house and killing his three infant children, largely on the basis of fire investigators’ “expert” conclusions and testimony that the physical evidence after the fire indisputably proved arson. Willingham refused to accept a plea deal, despite knowing he could face the death penalty because, as he said, “I ain’t gonna plead to something I didn’t do, especially killing my own kids.” After hearing “expert testimony,” in August 1992, a unanimous jury convicted Willingham after deliberating for barely an hour.

In the years that followed Willingham’s conviction, holes surfaced throughout his case. Of the two medical experts who testified that Willingham fit the profile of a sociopath, one had a master’s degree in marriage and family issues, had previously gone hunting with the chief prosecutor, and had not published any research in the field of sociopathic behavior. The other expert was expelled from the American Psychiatric Association three years after the trial for unethical behavior, because he repeatedly made psychiatric diagnoses without first having examined the individuals in question and indicated, while testifying in court as an expert witness, that he could predict with “100-percent certainty that the individuals would engage in future violent acts.”

The eyewitness accounts in Willingham’s case were full of contradictions, and had changed significantly, becoming more damning after authorities had concluded that Willingham was guilty of murder. The jailhouse informant who claimed that Willingham had confessed to him disclosed that he had been diagnosed with “post-traumatic stress disorder” after he was sexually assaulted in prison, and that he often suffered from “mental impairment.” The informant later recanted his testimony (and then, without explanation, recanted his recantation).

However, the most damning criticism in the case occurred when Gerald Hurst, a widely respected chemist and arson investigator, reviewed the evidence and found no indication of arson. Hurst wrote in a report just weeks before Willingham’s execution that based on the evidence, he had “little doubt that it was an accidental fire,” and that “a man who had already lost his three children and spent twelve years in jail was about to be executed based on ‘junk science.’” Despite all of this, the Texas
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Board of Pardons and Paroles, which reviews an application for clemency, unanimously denied his petition. On February 17, 2004, Willingham was executed. In the months following his execution, additional questions about the scientific evidence surfaced and, “[i]n 2005, Texas established a government commission to investigate allegations of error and misconduct by forensic scientists.”\footnote{Id. at 62–63.} Noted scientist Craig Beyler conducted an investigation of Willingham’s case and concluded that “investigators in the Willingham case had no scientific basis for claiming that the fire was arson, ignored evidence that contradicted their theory, had no comprehension of flashover and fire dynamics, relied on discredited folklore, and failed to eliminate potential accidental or alternative causes of the fire.”\footnote{Id. at 63.}

In 2010, state district court Judge Charles Baird reviewed Willingham’s case and concluded that Texas had wrongfully convicted him.\footnote{Id.} He drafted an order exonerating Willingham, but the posthumous inquiry was halted while the state court of appeals considered whether the judge had the authority to examine the case.\footnote{Id.} While Willingham’s lawyers continue to push for a pardon to clear his name, the Texas Forensic Commission has since issued a report saying the evidence from the fire investigators was no longer valid.\footnote{Id.} While the “junk science” was not the only faulty component of the case against Willingham, without the fire investigators’ confident testimony regarding the evidence of arson, it is hard to imagine that Willingham would have been convicted and subsequently executed.

Similarly, in Oregon, while not death-penalty cases, Eric Proctor and Christopher Boots were wrongfully convicted of a murder based on junk scientific evidence regarding “high-velocity blood spatter” and erroneous analysis of gunpowder particles (in addition to false testimony by jailhouse informants who later recanted).\footnote{Michael McLaughlin, Cameron Todd Willingham Exoneration Was Written but Never Filed by Texas Judge, HUFFINGTON POST (May 19, 2012, 8:01 AM), http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/05/19/cameron-todd-willingham-exoneration_n_1524868.html.} On June 7, 1983, the two men stopped at a convenience store in Springfield, Oregon, but left after not

\begin{flushleft}
\end{flushleft}
finding a clerk in the store. After Boots dropped Proctor off at home, he returned to the store, where he found the body of the store clerk, who had been bound and shot three times in the head. Within a few days, Boots and Proctor were arrested as suspects in the murder of the store clerk, only to be released soon after, when the district attorney decided there was insufficient evidence to indict them. Two years later, a new district attorney decided to reopen the investigation and obtained indictments against Boots and Proctor. Charles Vaughan, an Oregon state crime laboratory analyst testified that “high velocity” blood spatter—"the type of spatter that could only have come from being in close proximity during the shooting of [the] victim”—was on the men’s clothing, and that he found two gunpowder flakes on Proctor’s pants. In separate trials in 1986 and 1987, Proctor and Boots were both convicted of aggravated murder and sentenced to life in prison.

In 1994, an anonymous informant tipped the police that a man named Ricky Kuppens, who had not been a suspect in the original trial, had committed the murder. After reopening the investigation, police found Kuppens’s fingerprints on the tape used to bind the victim and obtained a taped confession from Kuppens before he committed suicide. Proctor and Boots’s attorneys arranged for new DNA testing of the blood particles, which revealed that “all but one particle did not match the victim.” Furthermore, Vaughan admitted that he had “used the same ruler to scrape both the victim and suspects’ clothing on the same day—and had failed to wear gloves.” Experts also re-examined the alleged gunpowder flakes and determined they were not gunpowder. That same year, Boots and Proctor were exonerated and released, after spending eight years in an Oregon prison for a crime they did not commit, based on evidence that was either “highly suspect” or “flatly fake.”

5. Government Misconduct

Prosecutorial misconduct often is at the root of many wrongful conviction cases. “The institutional culture of prosecutor’s offices, where
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the ‘professional incentives to obtain and maintain convictions’ and the emphasis on conviction rates as a barometer for professional advancement, will eventually conflict with prosecutors’ role as ‘ministers of justice.’”  

Prosecutors may be reluctant to admit errors in the original handling of a case and often face intense departmental pressure to stick to a faulty story rather than publicly raise doubts about a case. Even when DNA or other evidence has been discovered or made available that would prove a defendant’s innocence, prosecutors often are resistant to revisiting cases where they have already secured a conviction.

In Virginia, Earl Washington’s case demonstrates how prosecutors can remain committed to a conviction despite clear evidence to the contrary. In 1983, Washington, an African-American man, was charged, convicted, and sentenced to death for the rape and murder of a white woman, “despite the fact that the seminal fluid found at the crime scene did not match Washington’s blood type.” Years later, when DNA testing confirmed that there was no way that the seminal fluid matched Washington’s, Governor Douglas Wilder commuted his sentence from death to life in prison, as opposed to exonerating him. It was not until 1999 that media pressure mounted on Virginia’s new governor, James Gilmore, to disclose the 1993 DNA results and order another round of tests—which confirmed Washington’s innocence, linked the semen to the true perpetrator, and led to Gilmore’s pardon of Washington, 16 years after his arrest. His exoneration was based on the same evidence that had been in the prosecution’s possession since before Washington’s conviction.

silence, failure to disclose exculpatory evidence, improper examination, and improper argument. Kathleen M. Ridolfi & Maurice Possley, Preventable Error: A Report on Prosecutorial Misconduct in California, 1997–2009. N. CAL. INNOCENCE PROJECT 25 (Oct. 2010), http://law.scu.edu/ncip/file/ProsecutorialMisconduct_BookEntire_online%20version.pdf; see also Emily M. West, Court Findings of Prosecutorial Misconduct Claims in Post-Conviction Appeals and Civil Suits Among the First 255 DNA Exoneration Cases, INNOCENCE PROJECT (Aug. 2010), http://www.innocenceproject.org/docs/Innocence_Project_Pros_Misconduct.pdf (a 2010 study examining 255 cases where DNA proved the person convicted was innocent, and determining that prosecutorial misconduct was raised as an issue on appeal or in a civil law suit in 65 of those cases).
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Id. See also the case of John Thompson, who spent 18 years in prison (14 on death row) for a crime he did not commit after the New Orleans Parish District Attorney’s Office concealed scientific evidence of Thompson’s innocence for 15
6. Bad Lawyering

Finally, ineffective defense counsel plays a significant role in the rate of wrongful convictions. “Among the country’s first seventy DNA exonerations, 23 percent of the wrongful convictions resulted from ineffective defense representation.”186 In general, public defenders are overworked, underpaid and have far fewer resources than prosecutors.187 However, these facts do not excuse the egregious behavior noted. In some cases, lawyers have slept in the courtroom during trial, been disbarred shortly after handling a death penalty case, failed to investigate alibis, failed to call or consult experts on forensic issues, or failed to show up for hearings.188 Despite evidence of this behavior, “[t]he judicial system has largely turned a blind eye to the possibility of ineffective counsel in capital [punishment] cases,” with the Supreme Court reversing only one case on the basis of ineffective counsel from 1976 to 2002.189

In October 1986, Santiago Ventura Morales was wrongfully convicted of murder by a unanimous jury in Oregon, in large part because of the poor quality of his legal defense.190 Morales was accused of murdering a 19-year-old migrant farm worker in a strawberry field in Sandy, Oregon, after a fight in which he and other men pursued the victim (who had escaped in his car), burned and vandalized the car, and then murdered the victim.191 While Morales admitted to vandalizing the car, he maintained his innocence regarding the murder, and there was no physical evidence years. John Thompson, Op-Ed., The Prosecution Rests, but I Can’t, N.Y. TIMES, Apr. 10, 2011, at WK 11; see also David Keenan et al., The Myth of Prosecutorial Accountability After Connick v. Thompson: Why Existing Professional Responsibility Measures Cannot Protect Against Prosecutorial Misconduct, 121 YALE L.J. ONLINE 203, 203–07 (2011), http://yaledlawjournal.org/2011/10/25/keenan.html.


187 See John Rudolf, Pennsylvania Public Defenders Rebel Against Crushing Caseloads, HUFFINGTON POST (June 16, 2012, 11:18 AM), http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/05/30/pennsylvania-public-defenders_n_1556192.html (‘Public defenders are infamous as the workhorses of the legal system, charged by the courts with representing poor defendants in criminal matters ranging from misdemeanors to death penalty cases. The pay is low, the hours long and the turnover high. Complaints that they suffer from crushing caseloads and inadequate support staff can probably be heard in any courthouse in the country.”).


189 See Krieger, supra note 122, at 355; see also Bright, Counsel for the Poor, supra note 188, at 1882–83; Bright, Neither Equal Nor Just, supra note 188, at 783.
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linking him to the crime. Although the court provided Morales with a Spanish interpreter during the trial, the appointment was most likely insufficient as Morales did not speak much Spanish or English; he spoke Mixteco, a language spoken by indigenous inhabitants of Central America. As a result, he could not fully understand the court hearings or the interpreter and defend himself properly.

One witness who initially testified that he saw only a burning car altered his story after speaking with the district attorney during a break. He later claimed to have seen Morales stab the victim. Even though there were no traces of the victim’s blood on Morales’ knife, the state deputy medical examiner testified that the victim’s fat tissue had wiped it clean. Morales’ public defender never disputed that claim. While Morales was in prison, a few of the jurors who had voted to convict him changed their minds and advocated for his release. After four years, the real murderer was found and Morales was freed largely due to the unfairness of his trial. Although it was not a death penalty case, Morales’ conviction for murder is just one of a number of cases in Oregon which resulted in a wrongful conviction.

B. Wrongful Convictions and Recent Repeals

As the causes of wrongful convictions are expanded and documented in both large studies and specific cases, advocates are calling for reform of the criminal justice system to prevent future abuses. They are also trying to convince the public, state legislatures, and the courts that the risk of wrongful conviction is too great when it leads to executions and a reversal of the sentence is impossible. Nationally, efforts to reform or abolish the death penalty have focused on wrongful convictions, indeed, as state governors and legislatures have abolished the death penalty, they have cited the risk of executing an innocent person as one of the most important reasons behind their decision.
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Illinois provides one of the most egregious examples of a state that was plagued by wrongful convictions. Anthony Porter’s 1999 exoneration has been called “the beginning of the end” of the death penalty in Illinois. After his exoneration, three additional death row exonerations—Steven Smith, Ronald Jones, and Steven Manning—followed in quick succession during that same year. Then-Governor George Ryan (who had entered office a death penalty supporter) was faced with shocking statistics—between Illinois’s enactment of capital punishment in 1977 and 2000, more death row inmates had been exonerated than put to death. For each defendant executed in Illinois, 9.5 death sentences had been overturned—and that accounting reflected only mistakes that had been documented. In other words, “the actual magnitude of mistakes in the Illinois capital-punishment system no doubt was somewhat greater than it ever would be possible to prove.” While it was a difficult political decision, Governor Ryan set a moratorium on the death penalty in 2000, which he followed by commuting all 167 death sentences in Illinois before he left office in 2003, stating that because the Illinois death penalty was arbitrary and capricious—and therefore immoral—he could no
longer support it.\textsuperscript{205} In May of 2004, former death row prisoner Gordon Randy Steidl was exonerated, pushing the error rate of convictions in capital cases in Illinois to above 6\%.\textsuperscript{206} The moratorium on the death penalty remained in effect until March 9, 2011, when Governor Pat Quinn signed a law formally abolishing the death penalty in Illinois.\textsuperscript{207} Quinn cited the 20 exonerations from death row in Illinois between 1977 and 2011, and stated:

> As a state, we cannot tolerate the executions of innocent people because such actions strike at the very legitimacy of a government. . . . To say that this is unacceptable does not even begin to express the profound regret and shame we, as a society, must bear for these failures of justice.

He went on to explain that since there is no way to design a perfect death-penalty system, free from the flaws that can lead to wrongful convictions, then it must be abolished.\textsuperscript{208}

On December 17, 2007, in between Illinois’s moratorium and later abolition of its state death penalty, New Jersey became the first state in nearly 40 years to eliminate capital punishment legislatively.\textsuperscript{209} Since reinstating capital punishment in 1982, the New Jersey Supreme Court had reversed nearly every capital conviction that it reviewed, and there had been no executions in the state since 1963.\textsuperscript{210} National attention on the risk of executing innocent defendants also contributed to the momentum for abolishing the death penalty in New Jersey.\textsuperscript{211} In 2005, the legislature authorized a Death Penalty Study Commission, which conducted five days of public hearings before issuing a report that recommended that New Jersey abolish capital punishment and replace it with life without the possibility of parole.\textsuperscript{212} In support of its recommendations, the Study Commission made eight factual findings including that “the penological risk in executing a small number of guilty persons is not sufficiently compelling to justify the risk of an irreversible mistake.”\textsuperscript{213}

As the state debated abolishing the death penalty, Byron Halsey was exonerated through DNA evidence in May 2007.\textsuperscript{214} Halsey had been charged with capital murder and later convicted and sentenced to life
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imprisonment for the sexual assault and murders of two young children.\textsuperscript{216} He had a sixth grade education and severe learning disabilities, and had signed a confession after 30 hours of interrogation.\textsuperscript{217} DNA evidence later revealed that the star prosecution witness against Halsey was the real perpetrator.\textsuperscript{218} At the time of Halsey’s exoneration there were nine men on death row in New Jersey.\textsuperscript{219} A combination of factors created the right climate for the legislature to abolish the death penalty: the national attention given to wrongful conviction cases, state financial constraints, the fact that no executions had actually taken place in the state for decades, and political timing (in 2007, Democrats controlled the governorship, the senate, and the assembly).\textsuperscript{220}

In 2009, New Mexico followed New Jersey’s lead and became the second state to legislatively abolish the death penalty since the Supreme Court upheld the practice in 1976.\textsuperscript{221} As in Oregon, New Mexico had rarely used the death penalty—only nine people were executed since 1933.\textsuperscript{222} Between 1979 and 2007, New Mexico sentenced 15 men to death yet had only executed one volunteer, who had instructed his lawyers to drop his appeals.\textsuperscript{223} By the time Governor Bill Richardson signed the death penalty repeal into law, only two individuals remained on death row in New Mexico.\textsuperscript{224} Richardson, a former death-penalty supporter, said he had changed his mind after four death row inmates had been exonerated in New Mexico over the previous ten years, and that “[i]nnocent people have been put on death row all across the country.”\textsuperscript{225} He noted that “[t]he sad truth is the wrong person can still be convicted in this day and age,” and as a result, he was unable to take the risk that this could happen in a case where death was the punishment.\textsuperscript{226} Finally, he concluded his remarks by saying that “the potential for wrongful conviction and, God forbid, execution of an innocent person stands as anathema to our very sensibilities as human beings. That is why I’m signing this bill into law.”\textsuperscript{227}
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Most recently, in 2012, Connecticut Governor Dannel P. Malloy signed a bill abolishing the death penalty in his state. In a statement, Malloy noted that he was a former prosecutor and death-penalty supporter who had changed his stand on the death penalty issue after seeing firsthand that “our system of justice is very imperfect. . . . [I]t is subject to the fallibility of those who participate in it.”228 Furthermore, he had personal experience with people who were “wrongly accused or mistakenly identified.”229 These experiences convinced him that abolishing the death penalty was the only way to ensure that it would not be “unfairly imposed.”230 Similar to Oregon, very few people had actually been executed in Connecticut—only two volunteers in 52 years.231

C. Wrongful Convictions in Oregon

In Governor Kitzhaber’s recent statement issuing a moratorium on executions in Oregon, he referenced similar decisions made by governors in other states and noted the “evidence of wrongful convictions” countrywide.232 While Kitzhaber did not directly address the issue of wrongful convictions in Oregon, the Morales, Proctor, and Boots cases, among others,233 show that Oregon is susceptible to the same potential for wrongful convictions as any other state. All of the causes leading to wrongful convictions are present in Oregon. Laverne Pavlinac and John Sosnovske spent five years in jail because of Pavlinac’s false confession and implication of Sosnovske in a brutal murder they did not commit.234 Philip Scott Cannon was wrongfully convicted of a triple murder in 2000, and spent 11 years in jail before he was released because ballistic evidence used to convict him was so unreliable that prosecutors could no longer maintain a case against him.235 These are just some of the wrongful conviction cases that are well known in Oregon.

No state wants to believe that it could wrongfully convict, imprison, or worse, execute an innocent person—until someone comes along and proves it has. To date, most believe that Oregon has not executed an innocent person. However, it is surely possible, given the statistics and the multiple exonerations throughout the country, that there will be an innocent person sitting on Oregon’s death row someday. There is an “inevitability of factual, legal, and moral error [that] gives us a system that we
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know must wrongly kill some defendants." 236 The only way to avoid the inevitable in Oregon is to abolish the death penalty.

III. THE COST OF THE DEATH PENALTY

In these days of economic instability and crisis, the practical issue of cost fuels many current debates on the death penalty. 237 As Governor Kitzhaber noted in his moratorium announcement, “a growing number of states have reconsidered their approach to capital punishment” for, among other issues, “the expense of the process.” 238 While the discussion about the cost of the death penalty is not a new one, 239 numerous state studies over the last few years have consistently found that pursuing a capital case is by far more costly than housing a convicted murderer for life in a high security prison. 240 High costs strain state budgets, divert money from other programs (including other criminal justice needs), and increase taxes. 241 These studies, combined with a difficult economy, 242
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have revived discussions on the financial impact of death penalty cases and legislative activity on capital punishment. They have questioned its value, especially in states like Oregon where the high price tag has not delivered the intended punishment of execution. The expense of maintaining the death penalty has also been a significant factor in recent repeal efforts in Connecticut, New Jersey and New Mexico, and in the 2012 ballot initiative to end capital punishment in California.

A. The Cost of Oregon’s Death Penalty

In Oregon, as in other states that rarely execute those on death row, the death penalty has become an “extremely expensive life prison term.” For the taxpayers, as well as for the state itself, it is a costly system that is dysfunctional and does not deliver. Oregon’s 1984 death-penalty law allows for a ten-part review process prior to execution for all those convicted of aggravated murder and sentenced to death which
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can take years, even decades, and be expensive.\textsuperscript{248} Furthermore, capital trials themselves are lengthier and more costly than ordinary trials, as they are more complicated, requiring more pre-trial time, more experts, twice as many attorneys, and two trials instead of one (one for guilt and one for punishment) during which the inmates are held in the high security of death row.\textsuperscript{249} Moreover, even before the majority of appeals are submitted, numerous sentencing reversals and remands have become commonplace in Oregon.\textsuperscript{250} In fact, to date, not one inmate has come close to completing all ten steps in the review process and been executed. Rather, Oregon has only executed two volunteers who dropped their appeals.\textsuperscript{251} Of the remainder, 37 inmates sentenced to die on Oregon’s death row are in varying stages of their state or federal appeal proceedings.\textsuperscript{252} On average, they have been on death row for more than 15
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years, with Randy Lee Guzek the longest serving death row inmate, at 24 years. In addition to the costs of incarcerating a death row defendant over the years, Oregon taxpayers pay most of the expenses of prosecuting and defending the capital trials and ten-part review process, which includes lawyers, experts, doctors, and investigators. It has been estimated that this lengthy legal process can take anywhere from 20–45 years and cost up to $10 million per case, depending on the number and length of the appeals. Although some have estimated the costs of individual death cases, there have been no cost studies conducted to date. In fact, the State has no procedure or requirement for collecting any type of data regarding the death penalty, cost included. Thus, while some costs can be computed and/or estimated, without a detailed cost study and analysis, it is impossible to determine the exact amount the death penalty costs Oregon taxpayers.

In 2006, Dr. William Long examined and compared “the costs of administering the Oregon death penalty for one who pursues all of his appeals as provided by law with the costs of life imprisonment without the possibility of parole for a defendant who has waived, at the trial court level, all rights to further appeals.” The purpose of his research was to provide testimony on the cost of Oregon’s death penalty in defendant Sebastian Shaw’s death penalty sentencing phase trial. Long concluded he is currently involved in challenging the Governor’s moratorium and his reprieve. Pitkin, supra note 108; Terry, supra note 8. Clinton Wendell Cunningham, Mark Pinnell, Jesse Clarence Pratt, and Jeffery Ray Williams are the only four who have completed post-conviction relief appeals. See Summary of Petition for Writ of Habeas Corpus by a Person in State Custody at 28, Williams v. Belleque, No. 03-1678-JO (D. Or. 2007), available at http://blog.oregonlive.com/breakingnews/Williams%20v.%20Belleque%20(summary).pdf (Williams); Kathleen Glanville, Death Row Inmate Seeks New Trial Because Other Killer Will Soon Be Free, OREGONLIVE (May 30, 2007, 10:36 AM), http://blog.oregonlive.com/breakingnews/2007/05/death_row_inmate_seeks_new_tri.html (Pinnell); OR: Death Penalty Case Filed in Federal Court, P'SHIP FOR SAFETY & JUSTICE (Nov. 15, 2005), http://www.safetyandjustice.org/review-status/story/758 (Cunningham).
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that while “there are many numerical uncertainties in the cases as they go forward, the cost to put a person to death in Oregon is at least 50% more, and may be as much as five times, the cost of a sentence of life imprisonment without the possibility of parole.”260 In 2012, the Department of Corrections (DOC), Oregon Public Defender Services (OPDS) and Department of Justice (DOJ) provided the following information about death penalty costs: the average cost to house an inmate (death row or otherwise) at $30,105.20 per year or $82.48 per day;261 the average cost of defending a death penalty case at the trial level over the last ten years was $438,651, while the average cost of defending a non-death aggravated murder case at the trial level was $216,693,262 less than half. The DOJ has spent on average $66,728.65 and 818.5 attorney hours on just direct automatic appeals in the cases of 61 defendants (for a total amount of $4,070,447.60 and 49,928.80 hours respectively).263 These figures from the DOC, OPDS, and DOJ are not comprehensive, as they do not include all the costs related to housing inmates in Salem’s high security Intensive Management Unit or prosecuting the two-stage death penalty trials (or

260 Id. Dr. Long looked at the cost of incarceration, appeals provided by law (appellate, post-conviction review and habeas corpus review), potential interlocutory appeals, remands, and the cost of executing someone after all appeals provided by law are exhausted. According to Long, “[t]he empirical data is readily available to permit one to conclude that, for the defendant who has not waived his appeals, the cost to execute a person in Oregon in the ‘best case’ scenario—i.e., when everything goes ‘smoothly,’—is almost twice that for a person who receives an LWOP sentence and waives his appeals. For one whose case is remanded, however, the costs can be four to five times as much as one who faces life imprisonment without the possibility of parole and has waived his appeals.” Costs of the Oregon Death Penalty II, Dr. BILL LONG (May 5, 2006), http://www.drbilllong.com/LegalEssaysII/CostsII.html. To see a detailed explanation of Dr. Long’s data and calculations, see id.
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any of those cases where the defendant is not sentenced to death). Neither do they include the majority of costs related to litigating each stage of the ten-part appeals process.\footnote{In addition to not keeping any records of the costs associated with litigating the death penalty in Oregon, there is also no procedure or requirement for any type of related data collection. This means that without a comprehensive study of every aggravated murder case in Oregon since 1984, it is impossible to know the true costs associated with having a death penalty in Oregon. For example, How many capital trials has the State prosecuted (convictions where the state requested death as the sentence)?; How many of these cases resulted in death sentences?; How many non-capital aggravated murder trials has the State prosecuted (convictions where the state did not request death as the sentence)?}

It is also difficult to determine the exact costs of Oregon’s death-penalty system as there have been many cases that have resulted in numerous remands and retrials.\footnote{See infra Part IV, Oregon’s Lengthy Death-Penalty System; see also Email from Tony Green, Spokesman, Or. Dep’t of Justice, (May 15, 2012, 2:47 PM) (on file with author). (“The first four cases to make it through PCR are going to be the most expensive because we had to brief every issue on direct appeal and every issue in PCR because they were all new issues for the Oregon Supreme Court. An average of those four cases would not only be statistically insignificant, it would totally distort the current cost of litigating a capital case.”).} Many of these cases, which have involved complicated and confusing interpretations of the law, have cost Oregon taxpayers millions of dollars and are barely accounted for in the calculations above. Furthermore, they are also years or decades away from completion.\footnote{“[T]he 34 other inmates on Oregon’s death row aren’t there cheaply. At just the initial trial court level, the average cost of defending a capital murder case is nearly 10 times the cost of a case without the possibility of a death sentence. And each condemned criminal gets 10 state and federal levels of appeal.” Mooney, supra note 248; see also State v. Guzek (Guzek III), 86 P.3d 1106 (Or. 2004) (vacating the death sentence and remanding for further proceedings); State v. Langley, 16 P.3d 489 (Or. 2000) (vacating petitioner’s second death sentence and remanding for further proceedings); State v. Rogers, 4 P.3d 1261 (Or. 2000) (vacating death sentence and remanding for further proceedings); State v. McDonnell, 987 P.2d 486, 496 (Or. 1999) (same); Dayton Leroy Rogers, Oregon’s Most Prolific Serial Killer, Appealing Death Sentence, OREGONLIVE (Jan. 13, 2012, 12:51 PM), http://www.oregonlive.com/pacific-northwest-news/index.ssf/2012/01/dayton_leroy_rogers_oregons_mo.html; Steve Duin, Appealing for an End to the Randy Guzek Saga, OREGONLIVE (Feb. 19, 2011, 10:00AM), http://www.oregonlive.com/news/oregonian/steve_duin/index.ssf/2011/02/appealing_for_an_end_to_the_ra.html; Helen Jung, State Supreme Court Overturns Death Sentence Against Robert Langley for Fourth Time, OREGONLIVE (March 29, 2012, 9:06 PM), http://www.oregonlive.com/pacific-northwest-news/index.ssf/2012/03/state_supreme_court_overturns.html; Pitkin, supra note 108.} Randy Lee Guzek’s case is illustrative of how long some of these death row cases have lasted in Oregon\footnote{See infra Part IV, Oregon’s Lengthy Death-Penalty System.} and therefore, how inordinately expensive and wasteful maintaining capital punishment has been. In 1988, Guzek was convicted of murdering couple Rod and Lois Houser in Terrebonne, Oregon and sentenced to death; at eighteen years old, he became the youngest person in Oregon history on death
row. His original trial ended with a unanimous jury verdict that Guzek should be executed for his crimes, yet 24 years later Guzek has not yet exhausted the sentencing phase (or “penalty phase”), the first of the ten-part appeals process available to each defendant sentenced to death in Oregon.

In response to Guzek’s first automatic appeal in 1990, the Oregon Supreme Court affirmed his conviction, but vacated the sentence, holding that his death sentence violated the Eighth Amendment. The Court reasoned that because the jury was not presented with a “general mitigation question,” it did not have the opportunity to give effect to any relevant mitigating evidence outside of the statutory factors that were submitted to it. The Court remanded the case back to the trial court for a new sentencing trial in which Guzek was again sentenced to death. In his second automatic appeal to the Oregon Supreme Court, the Court again vacated his sentence, ruling that the State’s “victim impact” at sentencing was not relevant, and so it had unconstitutionally secured Guzek’s death sentence. On remand at his third sentencing trial in 1997, Guzek was again sentenced to death. However, the trial judge failed to instruct the jury about the possibility of a “true-life” (life in prison without the possibility of parole) sentence as an alternative to the death penalty. Based on this error, the Oregon Supreme Court in 2004, for the third time on automatic appeal vacated Guzek’s sentence and remanded the case for a new sentencing trial. The Court also addressed the issue of exclusion of alibi evidence that Guzek had sought to admit, which consisted of live and transcript testimony by his mother and grandfather, which stated that he was with them at the time of the murder. The Court ruled that under state law and the Eighth Amendment, Guzek had a right to present this evidence during the penalty phase, and directed the trial court to admit all submitted alibi evidence. On appeal by the State to the U.S. Supreme Court on this issue, the Court held that live alibi testimony could not be admitted. The Oregon Supreme Court reviewed and re-
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manded the case for a new sentencing trial yet again in 2007 in accordance with the U.S. Supreme Court’s ruling.\(^{279}\)

In 2010, Guzek had his fourth sentencing trial and again, a jury unanimously sentenced him to death for the 23-year-old murder of the Housers.\(^{280}\) His fourth automatic appeal to the Oregon Supreme Court (still the first part of Oregon’s ten-part appeals process), is currently pending before the Oregon Supreme Court. While Guzek is merely one of 37 on Oregon’s death row, in 2009, Guzek’s case alone had already cost Oregon taxpayers approximately $2.2 million.\(^{281}\)

**B. The Cost of the Death Penalty in Other States**

As Oregon has not engaged in any data collection or cost analysis of its death-penalty system, it is useful to examine comprehensive assessments done in other states associated with maintaining their capital-punishment systems.\(^{282}\)

1. **Nevada**

In a 2012 study, Dr. Terance Miethe of the Department of Criminal Justice at the University of Nevada, Las Vegas, compared the costs of defending capital and non-capital murder cases.\(^{283}\) Dr. Miethe examined the time spent by defense attorneys at different stages of a case and discovered that in Clark County (Nevada’s most populous county, which includes Las Vegas), defense attorneys spend an average of 2,298 hours on
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capital murder cases compared to an average of 1,087 hours on non-capital-murder cases—a difference of 1,211 hours, or 112%. The study found that defending the average capital murder case in Clark County cost $229,800 for a public defender or $287,250 for appointed counsel. In addition, the cost of defending capital murder cases was $170,000 to $212,000 more per case than defending a non-capital murder case. It further revealed that the 80 pending capital murder cases in Clark County would cost about $15 million more to defend than if they were prosecuted as non-capital cases. Dr. Miethe’s study did not include the costs of prosecution or all appellate expenses, and as he explained,

It is important to note that this statistical extrapolation does not cover the full array of time spent in capital cases by other court officials (e.g. judges, prosecutors, jurors), staff and administrative personnel, mitigation specialists, investigators, and expert witnesses. It also does not take into account the additional costs of capital litigation that are associated with state/federal appeals and the extra costs of imprisonment of death-eligible inmates pending trial and sentencing.

Dr. Miethe’s study was the result of a 2011 legislative bill requiring an audit on capital-punishment costs, after the state had failed to execute a single convict since 2006. Several of the inmates currently on death row in Nevada, as in Oregon, date back to the 1980s; one of them has been on death row since 1979.

2. Maryland

In 2008, the Urban Institute examined 1,136 death-eligible murder cases in Maryland between 1978 and 1999, and found that the state’s taxpayers paid $186 million for a system that at the time had resulted in only five executions. The study estimated that the average cost to Maryland
taxpayers for reaching a single death sentence was $3 million, $1.9 million more than the cost of a non-capital case. 

Furthermore, in the 106 cases tried by prosecutors who sought the death penalty but were unsuccessful, the state spent an additional $71 million; the final result of these cases was a life or long-term prison sentence. 

In 2009, an effort to abolish the death penalty in Maryland narrowly failed in its General Assembly, which instead passed a law restricting it to murder cases where there is DNA evidence and a videotaped confession or video linking the suspect to a murder. 

3. California

In California, a recent death-penalty study revealed that California, a state that has rarely executed prisoners since the death penalty was reinstated there in 1978, has still managed to spend $4 billion of taxpayer money on capital punishment in that time. The 2011 study conducted over a three year period by U.S. Court of Appeals Judge Arthur L. Alarcón and Loyola Law School Professor Paula M. Mitchell estimated that capital trials, enhanced security on death row, and legal representation for capital defendants increase California’s annual budget by $184 million. Specifically, the authors calculated that the 13 executions California carried out in the past 30 years cost California’s taxpayers an average

was conducted to adjust estimates to account for the possibility that capital prosecuted cases may have been more egregious, on average, than the typical case that did not receive a death notice. If true, these cases would have been more expensive to prosecute even if no death statute had been in place. Finally, we estimate the cost to Maryland taxpayers associated with each stage of case processing. We estimated two key costs: 1) those associated with the filing of a death notice; and, 2) those associated with the imposition of a death sentence. We compared the costs for these cases with the cost of processing a capital-eligible case in which no death notice was filed. In this study, the no-death-notice cases represent the cost of processing a felony homicide case in Maryland as if there was no death penalty.”

Roman et al., supra note 282, at 1–2. Note that in determining this total cost, the study calculated total costs for all capital cases and divided the amount by the number of actual executions.

1 Id. at ii (“We found that an average capital-eligible case in which prosecutors did not seek the death penalty will cost . . . more than $1.1 million . . . . A capital-eligible case in which prosecutors unsuccessfully sought the death penalty will cost $1.8 million . . . [and an] average capital-eligible case resulting in a death sentence will cost approximately $3 million . . . . [In total,] we forecast that the lifetime costs of capital-prosecuted cases will cost Maryland taxpayers $186 million.”).

2 Id. at 3.


5 Alarcón & Mitchell, supra note 240, at S51.

6 Id. at S109.
of $308 million each.\textsuperscript{297} The California study also demonstrated that the prosecution of a death case costs up to 20 times as much as a life without the possibility of parole case.\textsuperscript{298} They also projected that the cost of maintaining California’s death penalty under the current system will increase to $9 billion by 2030.\textsuperscript{299} The cost of California’s death-penalty system, combined with the rarity of executions, has played a large part in gathering support for the ultimately unsuccessful November, 2012 ballot measure where voters considered replacing capital punishment with a life without the possibility of parole term.\textsuperscript{300}

C. Financial Considerations in Recent Repeals

As discussed above, Nevada and Maryland are among those states that have considered eliminating the death penalty,\textsuperscript{301} and California voters narrowly missed abolishing the penalty by ballot measure in November 2012.\textsuperscript{302} In New Jersey,\textsuperscript{303} cost was a key reason why the state abolished capital punishment in 2007.\textsuperscript{304} A 2005 study by the New Jersey Policy Perspective determined the State’s death penalty cost New Jersey taxpayers $253 million between 1983 and 2005.\textsuperscript{305} Examining the cost of death pen-

\textsuperscript{297} Carol J. Williams, Death Penalty in State Comes With a High Price, L.A. TIMES, June 20, 2011, at 1, available at 2011 WLNR 12262729.

\textsuperscript{298} Id.

\textsuperscript{299} Id.

\textsuperscript{300} Maura Dolan, Measure That Would End Death Penalty Qualifies for Ballot, L.A. TIMES (Apr. 24, 2012), http://www.latimes.com/news/local/la-me-death-penalty-california-20120424,0,4305928.story. The ballot measure (Proposition 34), was ultimately unsuccessful, losing by a margin of 52.8% against and 47.2% in favor. Despite its failure, commentators have noted the silver lining: “Prop 34 reflects a trend of declining support for this ultimate form of punishment, in which the innocent are at risk of being executed.” David A. Love, Prop 34 Fails But Signals the Imminent Demise of California’s Death Penalty, GUARDIAN (Nov. 9, 2012), http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/2012/nov/09/proposition34-fails-california-death-penalty.


\textsuperscript{302} Love, supra note 300.


\textsuperscript{304} Id. (“[E]qually persuasive to lawmakers was not saving lives but money . . . .”). New Jersey’s Legislature abolished the death penalty on December 17, 2007. Act of Dec. 17, 2007, ch. 204, 2007 N.J. Laws 1427.

\textsuperscript{305} Forsberg, supra note 240, at 16.
alty cases to prosecutor and public defender offices, courts, and correctional facilities, the study revealed that "New Jersey taxpayers over the past 23 years have paid more than a quarter of a billion dollars on a capital-punishment system that has executed no one." To be specific, between 1983 and 2005, New Jersey prosecuted 197 capital trials that resulted in 60 death sentences, the majority of which were reversed. There were no executions, and 10 men were housed on the state’s death row. Moreover, the study set forth the numerous increased costs associated with death-penalty cases. Some of these discrepancies are: many more pre-trial motions (10 to 25 motions instead of five to seven in non-capital cases); a longer time for jury selection (an average of five and a half days instead of half an hour to two hours); approximately 30 more court days per trial and $66,000 more per case in court fees; additional personnel (two defense lawyers instead of one and two clerks at the New Jersey Supreme Court working almost full-time for mandatory review of death sentences); and much longer and more complicated appeals. The year following the release of this report, the New Jersey legislature created the Death Penalty Study Commission; it was charged with studying all aspects of the state’s death-penalty system including its cost “from indictment to execution and the cost of life in prison without parole.” In January 2007, the Commission recommended that the state abolish the death penalty and replace it with life imprisonment without the possibility of parole. The Committee found that New Jersey’s death-penalty system was more expensive than sentencing a person to life imprisonment. In other words, to abolish the death penalty, with all its added expenses, and adopt a life-without-parole system, the state would save $1.3 million per prisoner in incarceration costs because death-row inmates receive special housing and security. New Jersey abolished its death penalty in 2007.

Cost was also a factor in abolishing capital punishment in New Mexico in 2009. New Mexico Governor Bill Richardson cited the high cost of

---

306 Id. at 19. The report “does not include the additional costs for jury selection or the larger costs for the jury due to longer trials,” or the actual costs of executions. Id. at 16, 18. “Given the difficulty in obtaining precise information from the various state and county entities that play a role in capital cases—and what appear to be decisions by those entities not to keep track—there is considerable reason to believe that the actual figure is higher.” Id. at 18.

307 Id. at 4, 7–8.

308 Id. at 4.

309 Id. at 9–14.


312 Id. at 32.

313 Id.

314 Richburg, supra note 303.
capital punishment as a relevant factor in his decision to sign the repeal.\textsuperscript{315} Also, in a report issued in connection with the New Mexico repeal bill, the Public Defender Department indicated that abolishing the death penalty would save millions of state funds.\textsuperscript{316} In addition, the State Bar Task Force on Administration explained that maintaining capital punishment involves significant costs not found in noncapital cases.\textsuperscript{317} It was further reported that New Mexico’s Supreme Court spent up to $700,000 on appeals in typical death penalty cases.\textsuperscript{318} Yet only 7\% of death penalty cases resulted in death sentences and 68\% of those few convictions were overturned on appeal.\textsuperscript{319} State Representative Gail Chasey, who introduced the repeal bill that New Mexico Governor Bill Richardson signed into law in 2009,\textsuperscript{320} also noted that cost was at issue for legislators. Cost was again at issue in Connecticut’s 2012 repeal. There, the State’s Office of Fiscal Analysis estimated that the death penalty cost the state approximately $5 million a year with $3.8 million of that amount spent by the Public Defenders Commission, which is responsible for the defense and appeals of death penalty convictions. Another figure worth mentioning here is the approximately $660,000 spent annually just on expert witnesses.\textsuperscript{322} Following Connecticut’s 2012 House of Representatives vote to repeal the death penalty, Representative Gerald Fox, chairman of the House Judiciary Committee stated that the death penalty “and the litigation that ensues places a financial burden on the judicial system and the

\textsuperscript{315} Ian Urbina, \textit{In Push to End Death Penalty, Some States Cite Cost-Cutting}, N.Y. Times, Feb. 25, 2009, at A1 (Cost-cutting is a “valid reason in this era of austerity and tight budgets.”).

\textsuperscript{316} \textit{Legislative Fin. Comm. for the N.M. Legislature, supra} note 240, at 2.

\textsuperscript{317} \textit{See id.}


\textsuperscript{321} \textit{New Mexico Governor Repeals Death Penalty in State, supra} note 11. (“We can put that money toward enhancing law enforcement, public works, you name it.” (internal quotation marks omitted)).


\textbf{D. The Relevance of Cost}

Those in favor of the death penalty argue that cost should not be a consideration when meting out justice or that restricting appeals could lower death-penalty expenses.\footnote{Ariosto, \textit{supra} note 14.} While it is true that states have put in place numerous reforms to create a less arbitrary system since the Supreme Court reinstated the death penalty,\footnote{See, e.g., Anna Canzano, \textit{Cost of Capital Punishment May Not Be More than Life in Prison}, KATU (Nov. 23, 2011), http://www.katu.com/politics/local/Cost-of-capital-punishment-may-not-be-more-than-life-in-prison-134441243.html?m=y&smobile=y (“I don’t think Oregon voters voted for it because they thought it would save them money,” said Clatsop County District Attorney Josh Marquis, a proponent of the death penalty.”).} these reforms have resulted in a lengthier and more costly appeals process.\footnote{See Gregg v. Georgia, 428 U.S. 153 (1976) (reinstating the death penalty by holding that the death penalty does not, under all circumstances, violate the Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments); see also Furman v. Georgia, 408 U.S. 238 (1972) (per curiam) (holding the death penalty, as then imposed, unconstitutional).} However, as Randy Guzek’s case demonstrates, the length of a death-penalty case in Oregon has not been solely about appeals.\footnote{For a good discussion on how \textit{Furman} “radically reshape[d] the economics of capital punishment” through “a course of constitutional regulation of the death penalty,” see Steiker & Steiker, \textit{supra} note 239, at 668–96.} In addition to a slow moving Supreme Court, Oregon’s numerous changes to its law and complicated interpretations of the law have left it unable to deliver a functional, swift, and fair death-penalty system.\footnote{Time on Death Row, \textit{DEATH PENALTY INFO. CTR.}, http://www.deathpenaltyinfo.org/time-death-row (“[M]andatory sentencing reviews ... and continual changes in laws and technology have necessitated reexamination of individual sentences.”). Proponents and opponents of the death penalty agree that appeals are lengthy because death is the ultimate punishment and there is no room for error. See, e.g., \textit{Morning Edition}, \textit{supra} note 114 (Clatsop County DA Joshua Marquis discussing the necessity of the lengthy appeals process); see also, e.g., Novotny, \textit{supra} note 114 (Coos Count DA Paul Frasier discussing the same).} Perhaps the most common argument in favor of the death penalty is that the fear of the death penalty produces
significant incalculable financial savings, as defendants are more likely to accept plea bargains, which avoid the cost of a trial.\textsuperscript{330} However, although it is too speculative to measure the cost analyses of capital punishment in all circumstances, those that have addressed plea-bargaining over the past 20 years have found the opposite was true.\textsuperscript{331} For example, the Judicial Conference of the United States found that the average cost of representation in federal death-penalty cases that resulted in plea bargains was $192,333 while the average cost of representation in cases that were eligible for the death penalty but where the death penalty was not pursued was only $55,772,\textsuperscript{332} indicating that it would be less expensive to pursue murder cases if the death penalty was off the table. Most recently, data from New Jersey (one year after abolition) indicates that prosecutors have found no difference in their ability to secure guilty pleas without the incentive to plea bargain.\textsuperscript{333} Moreover, states like Massachusetts, with no

\textsuperscript{330} Ashbel S. Green, \textit{Plea Deals Put Capital Punishment on Trial}, \textit{Oregonian}, Sept. 26, 2004, at A1 (“The only reason that Morris and Weaver pleaded guilty is because the death penalty hung over their heads, ’ [Clatsop County District Attorney Joshua] Marquis said. ’And they knew that both of the prosecutors were willing to seek it.”); see also, Kent S. Scheidgger, \textit{The Death Penalty and Plea Bargaining to Life Sentences 13} (Criminal Justice Legal Found., Working Paper No. 09-01, Feb. 2009), available at http://www.cjlf.org/publications/papers/wpaper09-01.pdf (“[R]epeal of the death penalty would likely result in fewer pleas to life or long sentences, requiring that prosecutors either take more cases to trial at a substantial financial cost or accept bargains to lesser sentences at a substantial cost to public safety.”).

\textsuperscript{331} See, e.g., Philip J. Cook et al., \textit{Terry Sanford Inst. of Pub. Policy at Duke Univ., The Costs of Processing Murder Cases in North Carolina 77–78} (1993), available at http://www.deathpenaltyinfo.org/northcarolina.pdf (concluding that North Carolina spent $2.16 million extra per execution over the cost of a non-death-penalty system imposing a life sentence, including costs of the additional time spent by prosecutors, judges and others on death-penalty cases); Philip J. Cook, \textit{Potential Savings from Abolition of the Death Penalty in North Carolina}, 11 Am. Law & Econ. 498 (2009) (estimating that North Carolina is spending about $11 million per year on the death penalty, excluding the extra costs to the prosecution and judicial system); \textit{Costs of the Death Penalty: Financial Facts About the Death Penalty}, DEATH PENALTY INFO. CTR., http://www.deathpenaltyinfo.org/costs-death-penalty; \textit{The Cost of Seeking the Death Penalty in Indiana}, IND. PUB. DEFENDER COUNCIL, http://www.in.gov/ipdc/general/DP-COST.pdf (“Death Penalty cases that resulted in LWOP plea agreements averaged $122,441, according to LSA, while LWOP cases that went to a full trial and resulted in LWOP sentences averaged only $42,658.”).

\textsuperscript{332} Subcomm. on Fed. Death Penalty Cases, Judicial Conference of the U.S., \textit{Federal Death Penalty Cases: Recommendations Concerning the Cost and Quality of Defense Representation} (1998), available at http://www.uscourts.gov/FederalCourts/AppointmentOfCounsel/Publications/RecommendationsCostQuality.aspx (explaining that prosecution costs in death cases were 67% higher than the defense costs, even before including law enforcement’s investigative costs).

death penalty, have some of the highest rates of prisoners serving life without parole sentences in the country.\(^{334}\)

Even without exact cost figures, there is little question that maintaining capital punishment is an expensive public-policy choice that takes money away from other programs, including criminal-justice needs, such as law-enforcement tools and public safety.\(^{335}\) Some of these funds could go directly to the victim’s families,\(^{336}\) or they might be used to enhance law enforcement such as solving cold cases, improving forensic testing, and putting more police on the street. In a difficult economy, funds could help prevent cuts in law enforcement and provide basic criminal-justice services. The lack of funds, on the other hand, has had unfortunate consequences. States need to cut their budgets and continue to pay for their expensive death-penalty systems. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, for example, left 200 police-officer positions unfilled;\(^{337}\) Atlanta, Georgia police imposed a 10% pay cut through four-hours-per-week furloughs;\(^{338}\) New Hampshire trials were suspended for a month to save money;\(^{339}\) legal services organizations have been forced to cut their staff in many states;\(^{340}\)

\(^{334}\) In Massachusetts, 7.9% of its prison population is serving life without parole, the third highest percent in the country. Iowa is fourth, with 6.6% of prisoners serving life without parole, and West Virginia is fifth with 6.4%. None of those states had the threat of the death penalty to secure those sentences. **Marc Mauer et al., Sentencing Project, The Meaning of “Life”: Long Prison Sentences in Context 10, tbl.2 (2004), available at http://www.sentencingproject.org/doc/publications/inc_meaningoflife.pdf.**


\(^{336}\) In Illinois, New Mexico, and New Jersey’s repeal legislation, part of the saving from the death penalty was given to services for the surviving victims’ families. **New Jersey Death Penalty Study Commission Report, supra note 311, at 2** (“The Commission also recommends that any cost savings resulting from the abolition of the death penalty be used for benefits and services for survivors of victims of homicide.”); **Shari Silberstein, Illinois Becomes the 16th State to Abandon the Death Penalty, Equal Just. USA** (Mar. 9, 2011, 2:47 PM), http://ejusa.org/newsline/article/2011/03/09/illinois-becomes-16th-state-abandon-death-penalty (“Illinois . . . used the cost savings from repeal towards services for victims and training for law enforcement.”); **The Win in New Mexico: Spotlight on Murder Victims’ Families for Reconciliation, Equal Just. USA** (April 1, 2009), http://ejusa.org/newsline/article/2009/04/01/win-new-mexico-spotlight-murder-victims-families-reconciliation (“[T]he New Mexico strategy focused on using the savings from ending the death penalty to increase services for victims’ families.”).


\(^{338}\) Id.


and police in Oakland, California and Tulsa, Oklahoma have stopped responding to burglary, theft and fraud calls.\(^\text{341}\) Moreover, a 2008 poll revealed that 39% of police departments have had to cut their budgets because of the economy and 43% reported that cuts had adversely affected their ability to provide basic police services.\(^\text{342}\)

In Oregon, the economy is taking its toll on criminal-justice services as well.\(^\text{343}\) The Portland Police Bureau planned to cut at least 56 officers’ positions after the mayor asked for a 4% cut of all city bureaus for the 2012–2013 fiscal year.\(^\text{344}\) In Lane County, the district attorney has been forced to close the medical examiner’s office and cut back drastically on criminal investigations.\(^\text{345}\) Moreover, the County’s recent budget included an elimination of 47 corrections positions, 131 jail beds, and 13 jobs in the district attorney’s office.\(^\text{346}\) In Jackson County, the circuit court has recently cut staff including the court’s last two bailiffs, the release-assistance department, and a court clerk position; it has also shortened its hours and days of operation.\(^\text{347}\) In Josephine County, prosecutors have been unable to handle nearly 130 drug possession, domestic disputes and burglary cases due to prison closures and attorney and investigator layoffs.\(^\text{348}\) Due to budget cuts, prisoners in Lane and Josephine Counties


were released without serving their sentences or posting bail. Oregon’s death penalty certainly diverts state resources (and our attention) from alternatives that would actually substantially reduce the levels of violence and crime in the State, so while eliminating it would not solve all of Oregon’s budget woes, redirecting some of the money currently paying for an ineffective and expensive capital-punishment system could be significant.

IV. Oregon’s Lengthy Death-Penalty System

Oregon has paid millions of dollars to house death-row inmates and battle endlessly for and against them in court over many years, resulting in a de facto moratorium on the death penalty. A tragic side-effect during the years of appeals is the suffering caused to victims’ families who must continuously relive their tragedies by participating in numerous court proceedings. All the while, prosecutors continue to add new death cases to the docket. From 1978 until today, capital trials in Oregon have resulted in 85 total death sentences (for 65 defendants), 49 (57.6%) of which were reversed, with only two (volunteers) executed. These sta-

---


350 Jung, supra note 6; Press Release, John Kitzhaber, supra note 8.

351 The fact that Oregon has maintained a costly, complicated and lengthy death-penalty system for almost 30 years but has only managed to execute two volunteers (who wanted to die) provides further support that capital punishment has not delivered its intended results. See William Yardley, Oregon’s Governor Says He Will Not Allow Executions, N.Y. TIMES, Nov. 22, 2011, at A14. Since reinstatement of the death penalty in 1976, there are a number of states that maintain a death penalty but have rarely or never used it. Jurisdictions with No Recent Executions, supra note 245. Kansas and New Hampshire have performed no executions. Id. Three states have executed only “volunteers”: Pennsylvania has executed three volunteers; Oregon, two; and South Dakota, three. John Hult, The Volunteer State, S.D. EXECUTION UPDATES (Oct. 30, 2012, 4:38 PM), http://sdexecutions.tumblr.com/post/34657520900/the-volunteer-state; Information on Defendants Who Were Executed Since 1976 and Designated as “Volunteers,” DEATH PENALTY INFO. CTR., (Nov. 22, 2011), http://www.deathpenaltyinfo.org/information-defendants-who-were-executed-1976-and-designated-volunteers. Connecticut had only executed one volunteer since 1976 until its repeal of the death penalty in 2012. Jurisdictions with No Recent Executions, supra note 245. Until 2011, Idaho had only executed one person since 1957, a volunteer. See Betsy Z. Russell, Triple Killer Rhoades Executed in Idaho, SPOKESMAN-REVIEW (Spokane, Wash.), Nov. 18, 2011, available at 2011 WLNR 24147316. Of the 12 prisoners whom Nevada has executed since 1977, 11 wanted to die. Martha Bellisle, Death Row Inmate Drops Appeals, RENO GAZETTE-JOURNAL. (Oct. 26, 2005, 5:48 AM), available at http://ccadp.proboards.com/index.cgi?board=news&action=print&thread=2142. Kentucky has executed three people since 1967, two of whom were volunteers. Press Release, Dep’t
tistics reflect the number of voter initiatives and legislative changes to Oregon’s death-penalty law as well as the complicated and often lengthy litigation interpreting the law. As a result, numerous defendants, who were originally sentenced to death, have had their sentences remanded, reduced and/or reversed. While there are just a handful of cases still litigating first-impression issues, there is little question that any changes to Oregon’s death-penalty law or in death-penalty jurisprudence would have the same result and could extend some of the current 37 death-row defendants’ and future defendants’ cases for years, even decades to come. As Governor Kitzhaber stated, “the truth is courts (and society) continue to reinterpret when, how and under what circumstances it is acceptable for the state to kill someone. Over time, those options are narrowing. Courts are applying stricter standards and continually raising the bar for prosecuting death-penalty cases.”

This situation is and will continue to be true in Oregon where the State spends an exorbitant amount of Pub. Advocacy, KY Public Advocate and Louisville Metro Chief Public Defender Endorse the Call for a Moratorium on Executions and the Expedient Implementation of the Reforms Recommended by the ABA Assessment of the Kentucky Death Penalty (Dec. 7, 2011), available at http://dpa.ky.gov/NR/rdonlyres/1A0B7A72-B2EB-4BD4-8BD3-5DFB8B9C5497/0/ABAASESSMENTPRESSRELEASE.pdf. Montana has executed two prisoners against their will and one volunteer since 1976. Or. Just. Resource Ctr., Executions (9th Circuit), DP9 Blog, http://dp9blog.wordpress.com/death-row/executions-9th-circuit/. Colorado and Wyoming have each only executed one prisoner since 1976. Rogers, supra note 329. Oregon Governor Kitzhaber, now on his third term, allowed both volunteer executions (Douglas Franklin Wright was executed in 1996 and Harry Charles Moore in 1997) to go forward. Press Release, John Kitzhaber, supra note 8. In granting the temporary reprieve to Haugen, just days before his scheduled execution as a volunteer, he described those decisions as ones he deeply regretted. Id. In declaring a moratorium on the death penalty, Governor Kitzhaber stated, “It is a perversion of justice that the single best indicator of who will and will not be executed has nothing to do with the circumstances of a crime or the findings of a jury. The only factor that determines whether someone sentenced to death in Oregon is actually executed is that they volunteer.” Id.

Oregon Justice Resource Ctr., supra note 18. It is interesting to note that 25 of the 49 reversals have resulted in sentences less than death. Id. Also, because Oregon does not keep any data regarding the death penalty, beyond these resentences, there is no data regarding how many death-penalty cases the State has actually prosecuted where the result was less than death.
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of time, energy, and money on a system that is slow, dysfunctional, and ineffective.

A. Oregon’s Evolving Death Penalty Law

The modern era of death penalty jurisprudence in Oregon demonstrates its susceptibility to challenges, litigation, and continued evolution. Oregon’s 1984 death penalty law, modeled after Texas’s statute, originally gave a jury the option of punishing a defendant, after finding him guilty of aggravated murder, with death or life without parole for thirty years (“ordinary life”). The U.S. Supreme Court first upheld the Texas law in 1976 in *Jurek v. Texas*. While death penalty sentencing systems which permit juries to consider only aggravating (and no mitigating) circumstances are generally unconstitutional, because Texas juries could consider any evidence of mitigating circumstances, the *Jurek* Court allowed them to consider not only why the death penalty should be imposed, but also why it should not be imposed. The Texas statute at issue required the jury to consider three questions, the second involved future dangerousness. The Supreme Court found the Texas capital-sentencing statute constitutional because it allowed the defendant to provide the jury with mitigating circumstances before deciding the future-dangerousness question. However, 13 years later, considering the same

---


357. Id. at 276.

358. The statute required that the jury answer three questions in a separate sentencing proceeding: “(1) whether the conduct of the defendant that caused the death of the deceased was committed deliberately and with the reasonable expectation that the death of the deceased or another would result; (2) whether there is a probability that the defendant would commit criminal acts of violence that would constitute a continuing threat to society; and (3) if raised by the evidence, whether the conduct of the defendant in killing the deceased was unreasonable in response to the provocation, if any, by the deceased.” Id. at 269 (quoting TEX. CODE CRIM PROC. ANN. art. 37.071(b) (West Supp. 1975–1976)) (internal quotation marks omitted). If the jury found that the State had proved beyond a reasonable doubt that the answer to each of the three questions was affirmative, the death sentence was imposed; if it found that the answer to any question was negative, a sentence of life imprisonment resulted. Id.

359. Id. at 272–73 (“The second Texas statutory question asks the jury to determine ‘whether there is a probability that the defendant would commit criminal acts of violence that would constitute a continuing threat to society’ if he were not sentenced to death. . . . [The Court of Criminal Appeals] indicated that it will interpret this second question so as to allow a defendant to bring to the jury’s attention whatever mitigating circumstances he may be able to show: ‘In determining the likelihood that the defendant would be a continuing threat to society, the jury could consider whether the defendant had a significant criminal record . . . the range and severity of his prior criminal conduct . . . the age of the defendant . . . duress . . . [or] mental or
Texas death-penalty law, the U.S. Supreme Court in *Penry v. Lynaugh*, invalidated a Texas death sentence because the law did not allow the jury to give adequate consideration or a “reasoned moral response” as a mitigating factor to the defendant’s mental retardation during his sentencing phase. The Court reasoned that the Eighth Amendment “requires consideration of the character and record of the individual offender and the circumstances of the particular offense as a constitutionally indispensable part of the process of inflicting the penalty of death.”

At the end of its session in 1989, in accordance with the U.S. Supreme Court’s ruling in *Penry*, the Oregon Legislature passed “massive and hurried” amendments to its capital-punishment law. Oregon’s response to *Penry* was to add a “fourth question” to the penalty provision of its death penalty statute that assured jury consideration of all mitigating circumstances. This fourth statutory question, which was upheld but required editing by the Oregon Supreme Court in 1990 due to imprecise grammar, resulted in an updated fourth question: “Should de-
fendant receive a death sentence? You should answer this question ‘no’ if you find that there is any aspect of defendant’s character or background, or any circumstances of the offense, that you believe would justify a sentence less than death.”566 Beyond adding the fourth question to all potential death cases, the result was that 24 Oregon cases were resentenced: nine were given life imprisonment with a 30-year minimum (“ordinary life”), four were given life imprisonment without the possibility of parole (“true life” or “LWOP”), and eleven were again sentenced to death.

Another substantial statutory amendment to the penalty provision made at the end of the 1989 legislative session was the addition of a true life/LWOP sentence when a jury returns a finding unsupportive of a death sentence.567 Previously, juries had a choice between two possible sentences for aggravated murder—(death or ordinary life).568 As has been discussed in detail by Dr. William Long, “the implications of the passage of a true life amendment to ORS 163.150 were so complex and ill-understood by the Oregon Supreme Court that it resulted in significant judicial missteps” that have led to years and years of delay for some death-row inmates.575 On its face, the new penalty provision required that juries in the penalty phases of capital-murder trials be given three sentencing options (death, ordinary life, or true life) if it found the defendant guilty of capital murder and if the trial started after July 19, 1989.571 In addition, knowing that Penry remands were facing new penalty trials, the new penalty provision provided for these three sentencing options in remand capital cases as well.572 In response, the state legislature declared that its provision of three sentencing options on remand was a procedural change, rather than a substantive one as a way to avoid potential ex post facto challenges to the new provision.573 While initially this decision

566 Id. at 101. “Consequently, the 1991 legislature rewrote the fourth question to simply ask the jury whether the defendant should receive a death sentence.” JUDICIAL COUNCIL OF THE NINTH CIRCUIT, supra note 329, at 166.
568 Act of July 19, 1989, ch. 720, sec. 1, § 163.105, 1989 Or. Laws 1126, 1126. Under the amended law, if the jury in a capital case does not answer all four questions in the penalty phase affirmatively, the defendant will be sentenced to true life unless ten or more members of the jury find sufficient mitigating factors to warrant ordinary life. Id. sec. 2, § 163.150(2)(a), 1989 Or. Laws 1127.
570 Long, supra note 355, at 2.
573 Id. § 163.150(5)(c); see also Long, supra note 355, at 5. Article I, section 21, of the Oregon Constitution, provides, in part: “No ex post facto law . . . shall ever be passed . . . .” Article I, section 10, of the United States Constitution, provides, in part: “No state shall . . . pass any . . . ex post facto Law . . . .” Generally speaking, ex post facto laws punish acts that were legal at the time they occurred, change the punishment for those acts, or deprive the defendant of a defense for those acts.” State v. Gallant, 764 P.2d 920, 921 (Or. 1988); see Long, supra note 355, at 5.
seemed effective,\textsuperscript{374} on a\textit{Penry} remand in Randy Guzek’s case, the trial
court refused to instruct the jury to consider all three sentencing options
under the new penalty provision without requiring the defendant to
waive future ex post facto objections challenging the statute’s constitu-
tionality.\textsuperscript{375} Guzek refused and the jury was instructed “only on the two
sentencing options available at the time of the crime.”\textsuperscript{376} Beginning with
Guzek’s case, the issue of whether the jury should apply two or three sen-
tencing options in capital remand cases became, according to Dr. Long,
a “problem of mammoth proportions” for Oregon’s Supreme Court.\textsuperscript{377}

While a few lower courts were considering the sentencing and poten-
tial ex post facto issues in death-penalty-remand cases, the Oregon Su-
preme Court, in the summer of 1992, ruled in\textit{State v. Isom} (not a\textit{Penry}-
remand case) on whether a change in the law that occurred subsequent
to conviction should benefit the defendant,\textsuperscript{378} and stated that the “legisla-
ture intend[ed] that Oregon courts sentence criminal defendants under
the statutory scheme in force when a particular criminal act was commit-
ted.”\textsuperscript{379} Thus, it ruled that:

To permit defendant to be sentenced under the post-1989 amend-
ment to the criminal code for a criminal act that occurred before
the change in the law would have the effect of reducing the pre-
scribed punishment. This would violate the legislative directive of
ORS 161.035(4) that a criminal defendant face the same possible
sentence that was in effect when the defendant committed the
criminal acts for which the defendant is to be punished.\textsuperscript{380}

\textsuperscript{374} Long, supra note 355, at 5 (“Although the line between what constitutes a
substantive or a procedural change to law is murky, most procedural challenges to
the implementation of a statute would not appear, at first glance, to be ex post facto
changes. Thus, by calling the change to ORS 163.150 a procedural change, the
legislature apparently was trying to ward off potential ex post facto challenges to ORS
163.150(5) . . . . For a while, the implementation of the new true life statute seemed to
work smoothly.”).

\textsuperscript{375} Id. at 9.

\textsuperscript{376} Id. at 9–10.

\textsuperscript{377} Id. at 10.

\textsuperscript{378} If the defendant benefitted from the law it would change his aggravated
murder conviction to murder and require that he be removed from death row.\textit{State
v. Isom, 837 P.2d 491, 493–94 (Or. 1992).}

\textsuperscript{379} Id.

\textsuperscript{380} Id. “The tension between the principle articulated in \textit{Isom} in July 1992 and the
true life statutory scheme passed by the 1989 legislature should be clear. The 1989
legislature required that aggravated murder trials commencing after July 19, 1989,
have juries instructed in three sentencing options, [\textit{Or. Rev. Stat. § 163.150(4)}
(1989),] while \textit{Isom} would seem to hold that the sentencing scheme open to Wille,
whose trial began after July 19, 1989, would have been that in place in February
1989—two sentencing options for the jury. The same would apply to death-penalty
1991 but not changed significantly, would require that juries in all death penalty
remand cases be instructed in three options, [\textit{Or. Rev. Stat. § 163.150(5)} (1991),]
while the principle articulated in \textit{Isom}, if taken literally, would have required juries to
According to this decision, Isom, who was convicted of aggravated murder in 1987, could not benefit from the change of the law in 1989. As a result of this ruling, in subsequent sentencing of death-penalty-remand cases in which judges were deciding whether to instruct juries on two or three sentencing options, defendants received sentences based on the law available at the time they committed their crimes. Therefore, if these remand defendants committed the crime prior to the addition of the new penalty provision on July 19, 1989, juries would not have the true life third option as an option but would be required to choose only between death and ordinary life.

When the Oregon Supreme Court ruled in State v. Langley, (a Penry-remand case), a couple of months later, additional complications occurred. The Court ignored the fact that ORS 163.150(5) was written to apply to remands, and stated that in “any new penalty phase proceeding, defendant will be sentenced under the statutory scheme in force in 1987 or 1988, when the crime was committed.” The Court affirmed this statement on reconsideration, which led to numerous unsuccessful defense challenges questioning the Court’s application of the 1989 penalty-provision amendment at the trial level. Finally six years later, the Court made an about-face ruling by holding that under the statutory lan-

---

have only two sentencing options, if defendants committed their aggravated murders before July 19, 1989. [Isom, 837 P.2d at 494.]” Long, supra note 355, at 11–12.

381 Isom, 837 P.2d at 495.

382 State v. Langley (Langley I), 839 P.2d 692, 697 n.5 (Or. 1992).

383 State v. Langley (Langley II), 861 P.2d 1012, 1013 (Or. 1993) (applying State v. Wille, 858 P.2d 128 (Or. 1993), where the Court ruled the true life option unconstitutional as applied to Wille as it was a more onerous penalty: “Pursuant to Wille, defendant constitutionally could not have been sentenced under the life imprisonment without possibility of parole sentencing option, and the trial court incorrectly instructed the jury on that option . . . [D]efendant must be sentenced on remand under the sentencing provisions in force at the time that the murder was committed.”); see also State v. Pinnell, 877 P.2d 635 (Or. 1994) (ruling that because the crime took place before July 19, 1989, three sentencing options were not available to him).

384 See State v. Langley (Langley III), 16 P.3d 489, 494–95 (Or. 2000) (rejecting defendant’s request for three sentencing options to be given to the jury and defendant’s arguments that true life option should not be considered an ex post facto law, but if so, defendant waived objection to it); see also State v. Rogers, 4 P.3d 1261 (Or. 2000); State v. McDonnell, 987 P.2d 486 (Or. 1999).

385 This issue was further postponed in part because in 1996, the Oregon Supreme Court suspended all death-penalty cases so it could consider how the recently passed Measure 40, a victim rights voter initiative, applied to capital cases. Measure 40 passed with 58.8% of the vote, but was overturned by the Oregon Supreme Court in 1998, on the grounds that it contained more than one amendment to the Oregon Constitution. Official Results, State Measure No. 40, November 5, 1996 General Election, Oregon Secretary of State, available at http://oregonvotes.org/pages/history/archive/nov96/results/m40.html; see also Armatta v. Kitzhaber, 959 P.2d 49, 64 (Or. 1998) (ruling that a constitutional amendment cannot affect more than a single clause of the Constitution, even if multiple clauses affect the same subject); Or. Const. art. IV, § 1(2)(d), art. XVII § 1.
guage of the 1989 penalty provision, the trial court was obligated “to submit to a new jury three sentencing options: death, true life, and ordinary life” applicable to any defendant. The combination of Penry

mands beginning in 1989, the addition of true life to the penalty provision, and the inconsistencies in its application and interpretation have delayed some death penalty cases for years.

Additional delays occurred in response to another legislative amendment to the death-penalty statute’s penalty provision. This time the legislature agreed to provide for the admission of victim-impact evidence during the penalty phase of aggravated-murder trials in consideration of the “fourth question.” Then, in 1999, the legislature proposed and Oregon voters approved an amendment to the state Constitution that stated “that the victim is entitled ‘to be heard at . . . sentencing’ and that that right applies to all proceedings pending or commenced on or after the effective date and ‘supersedes any conflicting section of the Constitution.’” A series of cases examining the retroactive application of the new victim-impact evidence provision followed resulting in the Court of Appeals holding that neither federal nor state ex post facto clauses bar such evidence admitted in the penalty phase if the crime was committed prior to the law’s effective date. This issue was not resolved until the mid-2000s, leaving even more years of uncertainty in the law.

The many changes to Oregon’s death-penalty law through legislation, constitutional amendment, and court interpretation have certainly contributed to the extensive delays of death-penalty cases as they have produced issues that required examination and clarification by the courts which in turn has led to more appeals, remands and resentences.

386 McDonnell, 987 P.2d at 491 (concluding that ORS 163.150(5) controlled remand death-penalty cases); see also State v. Ramsey, 173 P.3d 142, 147 (Or. App. 2007) (submission of four issues to jury for sentencing determination applies only where all three sentencing options are under consideration); Long, supra note 355, at 24 (“T]he supreme court completely changed directions but nevertheless criticized others for ‘misreading’ their earlier decisions.”).

387 See, e.g., the cases of Randy Lee Guzek, Robert Langley, Michael McDonnell, and Dayton Leroy Rogers, supra note 266.

388 Act of July 18, 1995, ch. 657, sec. 23, § 163.150(1)(a), 1995 Or. Laws 1890, 1896; see also Hayward v. Belleque, 273 P.3d 926, 937 (Or. App. 2012) (summarizing changing law with regard to victim-impact evidence and ex post facto provisions in sentencing phase under ORS 163.150). Note that prior to this amendment, admission of victim-impact evidence had been found reversible error, as it was irrelevant to the law’s four penalty-phase questions. State v. Metz, 887 P.2d 795, 802–03 (Or. App. 1994).

389 Hayward, 273 P.3d at 937 (quoting Or. Const. art. I, § 42 (1999)).

390 Id.

391 Id.
B. The Future of Oregon’s Death Penalty Law

Even with most of these old issues seemingly settled, there is no way to predict what future death-penalty jurisprudence or future voter initiatives and/or legislative changes to Oregon’s death-penalty law will bring. It is unlikely that Oregon will have too many quick and routine death-penalty cases. There will surely be intense penalty-phase disputes in many cases and new legal challenges as the law and the times change.

In fact, over the last few years, numerous bills have been introduced in Oregon’s legislature relating to the death penalty. If any of them had passed, there would have been more litigation and more delays. For example, over the last five years, there were bills that would have expanded the death penalty to include aggravated murder of a witness in a juvenile proceeding and of a reserve officer, made the prosecution of capital cases more uniform around the state in terms of aggravating factors and resources for the defense, created a procedure for considering the issue of whether a defendant who is eligible for a death sentence is a person with mental retardation, and even limited capital punishment by requiring the state to announce its intent to seek death within 180 days of charging a suspect with murder. Any one of these could have an effect on death-penalty cases just as past initiatives and legislation described above have done so over the last 20 years.

Moreover, as the times change, so do death penalty jurisprudence and the potential for new trends in, and challenges to, the law. In Oregon, for example, over the last couple of years a number of death sentences that were affirmed by the Oregon Supreme Court on direct appeal have been vacated and remanded by the Marion County Circuit Court on post-conviction relief (PCR) due to ineffective assistance of counsel with regard to the presentation of mitigation evidence at the penalty phase.

396 In the last ten years, the U.S. Supreme Court has narrowed who is eligible for the death penalty by excluding from execution the “mentally retarded” and juveniles. See Roper v. Simmons, 543 U.S. 551 (2005); Atkins v. Virginia, 536 U.S. 304 (2002).
398 See, e.g., State v. Tiner, 135 P.3d 305 (Or. 2006); State v. Fanus, 79 P.3d 847 (Or. 2003); Opinion and Order Regarding Post-Conviction Relief, Tiner v. Belleque,
For example, in 2011, in Jesse Fanus’ case, 399 the PCR court found the defense did not respond sufficiently and effectively in response to the “avalanche of evidence presenting petitioner as an extremely dangerous, untreatable psychopath;” 400 that “[t]rial counsel had no coherent mitigation theory” and failed to argue why petitioner deserved life. 401 In conclusion, the court stated, “Petitioner deserved more than a lawyer who shot from the hip. Petitioner’s mitigation case was ill-prepared and half-hearted. His own investigator and his sole expert admit as much.” 402 While the court declared Fanus’ attorney to be ineffective for failing to provide adequate mitigating evidence for a jury to consider a life sentence, it also provided important dicta as to what a sufficient mitigation defense

No. 07C-13469 (Marion Cnty. Cir. Ct. Oct. 19, 2011); Opinion and Order Regarding Post-Conviction Relief, Gibson v. Belleque, No. 06C10344 (Marion Cnty. Cir. Ct. n.d.); Letter from Pamela L. Abernethy, Senior Judge, Marion Cnty. Circuit Court, to Counsel (Dec. 15, 2011) (on file with author) (detailing findings in Fanus v. Belleque, No. 04C16466, and directing counsel to submit an appropriate order). In addition, in early 2011, Robert Acremant waived his right to post-conviction relief in exchange for the commutation of his death sentence to a sentence of life without the possibility of parole due to mental illness. Stipulation for Entry of True Life Sentences and Voluntary Dismissal of All Claims at 3–4, State v. Acremant, No. 05C20069 (Marion Cnty. Cir. Ct. Jan. 19, 2011) (“In light of the unresolved factual and legal questions revolving around petitioner’s possible mental illness, the parties desire to obtain a final resolution of this case in order to avoid the risk, delay, and expense that will result from further litigation.”). Interestingly, the court noted, prior to stipulation, that “[i]t has not yet been resolved under Oregon law whether it is necessary that a petitioner in a post-conviction proceeding be mentally competent in order for his case to proceed.” Id. While the Ninth Circuit requires staying habeas proceedings when a defendant is not mentally competent, Rohan ex rel. Gates v. Woodford, 334 F.3d 803 (9th Cir. 2003), and the Eighth Amendment requires some degree of mental competency to execute an inmate, Ford v. Wainwright, 477 U.S. 399 (1986), the post-conviction issue remains unresolved, and thus is open to future litigation. See Mark Freeman, Deal Takes Acremant Off Death Row, For Now, MAIL TRIB. (Feb. 18, 2011, 2:00 AM), http://www.mailtribune.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20110218/NEWS/ 102180326.

The Oregon Supreme Court unanimously upheld Fanus’ conviction and death sentence in 2003. Fanus, 79 P.3d at 864.

Letter from Pamela L. Abernethy to Counsel, supra note 398, at 40. The success of Fanus’ PCR claim rested on the lack of preparation by his counsel with the witnesses testifying on Fanus’ behalf: Paula Dodd “never spoke to counsel before her testimony. She did not provide information to [the] defense expert.” Id. Linda Jane Fanus, half-sister of the accused, was similarly “not prepared to testify by the defense.” Id. at 41. “Susan Liftin, mother, was not interviewed by counsel. She talked to the investigator once. She was not prepped prior to testifying.” Id. “Travis Rogers . . . was not prepped to testify. Counsel said he would ‘wing it,’” Id. at 42.

Id. at 48. The court was concerned with the “lack of clarity about timeline and development.” Id. at 42. The court also agreed with Fanus that counsel was deficient for failing to ask for a second chair and a mitigation specialist. Id. at 45–47. The expert testimony concerning future dangerousness and development was not adequately prepared. Id. at 50. And counsel failed to call witnesses that would have aided his mitigation theory. Id. at 58.

Id. at 59.
should include (especially for a young person) in future death-penalty cases. The court stated:

Counsel failed to explain why petitioner behaved badly by presenting in graphic detail a vivid portrait of both mother and father. He failed to adequately prepare any expert witnesses on the questions of development and future violence. A 19 year old who never had a chance to succeed in life, based on factors beyond his choice and control, is quite different morally, than a man who made horrible choices and turned down all attempts at help by loving and well-meaning people.\(^3\)

More recently, in 2012, the PCR court found that Jeffrey Sparks’s defense lawyer provided ineffective assistance of counsel due to a lack of proper investigation into mitigating evidence. The court explained, “A mitigation investigation that in essence simply outlines a defendant’s criminal history and school attendance, and says very little about the nature of a very traumatic upbringing or psychological history, is not sufficient to base a decision not to present mitigating evidence.”\(^4\)

In addition to enforcing ineffective assistance of counsel standards to deficient performances by defense attorneys, these cases also seem to demand a more robust mitigation defense which may indicate a movement in the Oregon courts (at least in Marion County where almost all death penalty PCR appeals are litigated\(^5\)) to ensure only the most violent defendants are sentenced to death. These latest Oregon PCR court

---

\(^3\) Id. at 60. Also in 2011, Dale Tiner’s lawyer was found ineffective by the Marion County Circuit Court, who reversed his death sentence. Opinion and Order Regarding Post-Conviction Relief, Tiner v. Belleque, No. 07C-13469, supra note 398. Similarly, the judge was particularly concerned with the lack of mitigation evidence, stating that counsel “showed an inability to grasp, much less communicate to the jurors, the concept of mitigation and [its] application to future dangerousness.” Id. The Oregon Supreme Court upheld Tiner’s conviction and death sentence in 2006. State v. Tiner, 135 P.3d 305, (Or. 2006). And in August 2012, Travis Gibson’s death sentence was vacated by the Marion County court due to the ineffective assistance of his trial lawyer. See Opinion and Order Regarding Post-Conviction Relief, Gibson v. Belleque, No. 06G10344, supra note 398. The court explained petitioner’s counsel “failed to prepare for and litigate the penalty phase from the beginning of his appointment. His work reflects a lack of enthusiasm for that phase of a capital case. He failed to hire a mitigation expert, failed to locate and interview witnesses helpful to petitioner’s case, failed to pursue expert testimony, and generally appeared to surrender after the verdict of guilty. Mr. Kolego failed to demonstrate a true understanding of how to defend his client at the penalty phase.” Id.

\(^4\) The Oregon Supreme Court upheld Sparks’ conviction and death sentence in 2004. State v. Sparks, 83 P.3d 304 (Or. 2004).

\(^5\) Letter from Marshall Amiton, Senior Judge, Marion Cnty. Circuit Court, to Counsel (Feb. 27, 2012) (on file with author) (detailing findings in Sparks v. Premo, No. 07C1052, and directing counsel to submit an appropriate order).

\(^6\) Post conviction relief must be filed in the circuit court for the court in which the petitioner is incarcerated. OR. REV. STAT. § 138.560(1) (2011). Thus, those incarcerated on death row at the Oregon State Penitentiary in Salem must petition the Marion County circuit court for post-conviction relief. Venue may, if appropriate, be later transferred to the county of conviction. Id. § 138.560(4).
rulings are also in line with recent U.S. Supreme Court cases where the Court has been vocal about the importance of thorough capital-mitigation investigation. As the jury has essentially unlimited discretion to weigh any and all mitigating factors in death-penalty cases, including past criminal history, mental illness, low IQ, abusive childhood, poverty, etc., a strong mitigation defense can make a difference of life or death for a defendant. With the issuance of these rulings, the courts are not only providing the defense bar with more information about what is required for a proper mitigation defense but also are warning the State to think twice about requesting the death penalty in cases where the defendant may have strong mitigation factors.

Beyond the litigation in pending death-penalty cases, additional death-penalty litigation is expected. As in Texas, there is potential litigation around the issue of “future danger” in Oregon’s death penalty statute, which requires juries in death-penalty cases to determine “whether there is a probability that the defendant would commit criminal acts of violence that would constitute a continuing threat to society.” This “future dangerousness” question results in a much broader introduction of relevant evidence—anything that is probative of whether a defendant is likely to engage in dangerous criminal conduct in the future. For ex-

---


408 Following a conviction, the “penalty phase,” a separate mini-trial before the same jury, determines whether the defendant should be sentenced to death. To make that determination, the Supreme Court, in Gregg v. Georgia, sought to ensure that these jurors follow a process known as “guided discretion,” which requires jurors to weigh “aggravating circumstances” and “mitigating circumstances.” Gregg v. Georgia, 428 U.S. 153, 196–98 (1976).

409 Or. Rev. Stat. § 163.150(1)(b)(B). Only Texas and Oregon actually require the jury to predict future danger in their decision whether to grant life or death. See Adam Liptak, Appealing a Death Sentence Based on Future Danger, N.Y. Times, June 14, 2004, at A11. My esteemed colleague, Stephen Kanter, has rightfully argued for years that Oregon’s future dangerousness question is unconstitutional as “[t]he statute gives the illusion of applying our most rigorous burden of persuasion, proof beyond a reasonable doubt, to the state’s obligation to establish the crucial fact of the defendant’s dangerousness, which so often determines life or death. Unfortunately, the statute does far less by requiring only that a ‘probability’—rather than the actuality—of the defendant’s future criminal violence be established beyond a reasonable doubt.” Stephen Kanter, Confronting Capital Punishment: A Fresh Perspective on the Constitutionality of the Death Penalty Statutes in Oregon, 36 Willamette L. Rev. 313, 317–18 (2000). This issue remains unresolved by Oregon’s Supreme Court.

410 See State v. Moen, 786 P.2d 111, 128–29 (Or. 1990) (“Evidence of all of a defendant’s prior conduct, bad and good, is precisely the type of evidence that the jury needs to make this determination.”).
ample, legitimate evidence of future dangerousness has included, among other things, the testimony of psychiatric experts, a review of a defendant's entire criminal history, a presentation of any evidence of prior anti-social behavior or incidents demonstrating poor character (including evidence of forgery), a defendant's belief in white supremacy and Nazi ideology, a defendant's failure to take responsibility for his past acts, a defendant's attraction to teenage girls, and prior parole and probationary conduct. The Oregon Supreme Court has been reluctant to limit the types of evidence admitted. For example, in State v. Brumwell, the Court found that "evidence regarding satanism and death metal music was integrally related to the murder" because it spoke to motive.

In Oregon, the discussion of how to determine future dangerousness has evolved over time. The general rule is that future dangerousness is measured by a threat to society, and "[s]ociety includes prison society, as well as society at large. When the jury considers the threat that the defendant might pose because of future violent crimes, it may consider the threat to prison society." Unless the evidence permits the jury to draw a distinction between prison society and 'outside' society, however, the jury may be distracted from its proper task, even by an instruction that correctly describes the law. Such distinctions related to context are relevant to future-dangerousness questions, and what juries should be informed about in a particular case creates potential litigable issues. Arguably, the test should be tailored to the defendant; i.e., if the defendant will receive life without the possibility of parole in the absence of death, the jury should not consider whether the defendant would pose a threat to society outside of prison.

411 See, e.g., Cunningham v. Thompson, 71 P.3d 110 (Or. App. 2003).
412 See, e.g., id. at 117–19; Moen, 786 P.2d at 127–29.
413 See, e.g., State v. Fanus, 79 P.3d 847, 863–64 (Or. 2003).
414 See, e.g., State v. McNeely, 8 P.3d 212, 217 (Or. 2000).
417 See Montez v. Czerniak, 239 P.3d 1023, 1042 (Or. App. 2010) ("[T]here were no experts in 1992 testifying about actuarial studies on future dangerousness. Hulteng also stated that he had not ‘come across any literature from that period taking the position advocated by Dr. Cunningham, namely that an expert should focus exclusively on the risk of violence within the prison or in old age upon parole.’").
418 State v. Douglas, 800 P.2d 288, 296 (Or. 1990). “[T]he task of the jury is to consider, not where the defendant would be dangerous, but whether the defendant would be dangerous. The evidence in a particular case could make an instruction on the possibility of release relevant to the jury’s assessment of future dangerousness.” Id. (emphasis added).
419 See Simmons v. South Carolina, 512 U.S. 154, 161, 164 (1994) ("[T]he jury reasonably may have believed that petitioner could be released on parole if he were not executed. To the extent this misunderstanding pervaded the jury’s deliberations, it had the effect of creating a false choice between sentencing petitioner to death and..."
A variety of future dangerousness challenges have been attempted in Oregon. In *Pinnell v. Palmateer*, the defendant brought three constitutional challenges: 1) that the future dangerousness inquiry violates the Fourteenth Amendment Due Process clause under *Ring v. Arizona*, because it fails to meet the heightened reliability requirement by requiring a finding of future dangerousness by only the “beyond a reasonable doubt” standard; 2) that it is unconstitutional because it is overly permissive in the admission of evidence at capital trials; and 3) that it is unconstitutional because future dangerousness permits criminal punishment of future misconduct. The Court rejected the petitioner’s arguments without discussion, agreeing with the State that since the petitioner failed to raise the issues on direct appeal, he could not raise them for the first time in post-conviction relief.

Variations of these arguments have surfaced in numerous Oregon cases. However, the general trend has been for the arguments to be summarily dismissed. The Court in *State v. Guzek*, for example, summarily upheld the *Wagner* Court’s decision that the Oregon statute was not impermissibly vague as a result of the future dangerousness question. However, the *Wagner* decision was based, in part, on the fact that, while a large majority of psychiatrists and psychologists believe . . . predictions to be faulty at least two-thirds of the time . . . [t]here is no testimony in the record that those studies and their conclusions are valid. In answer, the state cites other studies and critiques of those cited by defendant to show that a sizeable body of thought exists among experts that such predictions can be made and that psychiatrists and psychologists are better versed than others in making such predictions.

Further, because the future dangerousness studies in *Wagner* were not presented to the court,

[i]t would [have been] pure speculation . . . to consider that the studies and the opinions of those who rely on them would be impervious to vitiation by cross-examination or contrary evidence. All

---

422 536 U.S. 584 (2002).
424 *Id.*
425 See, e.g., *State v. Longo*, 148 P.3d 892, 906 (Or. 2006) (arguing the future dangerousness question is unconstitutional because it allows a death sentence for a question proven by something less than beyond a reasonable doubt); *State v. Montez*, 789 P.2d 1352, 1380 (Or. 1990) (arguing the future dangerousness question cannot reliably be answered).
426 *State v. Guzek (Guzek I)*, 797 P.2d 1031, 1034 (Or. 1990); *State v. Wagner*, 752 P.2d 1136, 1160–61 (Or. 1988).
427 *Wagner*, 752 P.2d at 1160–61.
we know about this is from the briefs filed in this case, namely, that there is a difference of opinion as to the validity of those studies and the position of the American Psychiatric Association.\textsuperscript{428}

Arguably, the data accumulated in Texas studies and others in the 13 years since \textit{Wagner} is enough to change that holding today.\textsuperscript{429} Certainly the APA has now taken a stance on the issue of future-dangerousness predictions, leaving the door open for a challenge to the validity of such predictions.\textsuperscript{430} The U.S. Supreme Court, however, has upheld challenges to testimony from future-dangerousness experts because “[i]either petitioner nor the [American Psychiatric] Association suggests that psychiatrists are always wrong with respect to future dangerousness, only most of

\textsuperscript{428} Id. at 1161.


\textsuperscript{430} See Brief for Am. Psychiatric Ass’n as Amici Curiae Supporting Petitioner at 19, Barefoot v. Estelle, 463 U.S. 880 (1983) (No. 82-6080) (“The unreliability of psychiatric predictions of long-term future dangerousness is by now an established fact within the profession.”); see also Brief of Amicus Curiae Am. Psychological Ass’n in Support of Defendant-Appellant at 11, United States v. Fields, 483 F.3d 313 (5th Cir. 2007) (No. 04-50393) (re-stating the same position); Brief for Amici Curiae Am. Psychological Ass’n et al. in Support of Petition for a Writ of Certiorari at 8, Coble v. Texas, 131 S. Ct. 3030 (No. 10-1271) (re-stating the same position); Coble v. State, 330 S.W.3d 253 (Tex. Crim. App. 2011); cert. denied, 131 S. Ct. 3030 (2011) (concluding that the State failed to show that Dr. Coons’ (the “expert psychiatrist”) testimony on future dangerousness met minimum standards of scientific reliability under \textit{Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharm., Inc.}, 509 U.S. 579, 589–92 (1993)). Moreover, a 2011 large-scale study of Oregon prisoners “investigat[ed] the influence of prior violent crime arrests, types of prior violent crimes, and various violent crimes of conviction on serious and assaultive prison misconduct, controlling for the effects of inmate characteristics, general criminality, and custody level. . . . [T]he extent of prior violent community criminality, its recency, and the specific type of violent crime [were] expected to influence behaviors in prison.” Thomas J. Reidy et al., \textit{Community Violence to Prison Assault: A Test of the Behavioral Continuity Hypothesis}, 36 \textsc{Law & Hum. Behav.} 356, 358 (2012). “[T]he findings regarding the behavioral continuity from community to prison violence are neither simple nor intuitively obvious.” Id. at 360. “[T]he omnibus measure of prior violent arrest rate [was] completely unrelated to serious and assaultive [prison] rule violations.” Id. Further, “the type of violent criminality perpetrated in the community influence[d] the occurrence of prison misconduct. Assaults, both in terms of prior arrests and current convictions, were related to an increased likelihood of serious and assaultive [prison] rule infractions, whereas prior and current homicides were not significantly related to disciplinary outcomes.” Id.
the time.” While this concern obviously speaks to the integrity of the criminal-justice system (and the proportionality of capital convictions), it also opens the door to increased litigation on the issue of future dangerousness. This is particularly true when considering Barefoot v. Estelle in conjunction with the more recent Daubert v. Merrill Dow Pharmaceuticals, which sets forth a test for admitting expert testimony in civil cases. If Daubert’s reliability requirements extend to the capital-sentencing context, then a heightened scrutiny for reliability should exist in criminal matters, especially in the death-penalty context, and more challenges to expert testimony will occur. Certainly the Texas studies suggest that predictions of future dangerousness are unreliable, and can and should be challenged.

The future dangerousness question is also open to other types of defense challenges. For example, the validity of evidence supporting future dangerousness is a common defense challenge. “If the State relies on a previous act to establish that a person poses a danger to others, it must show that the act clearly forms the foundation for a prediction of future dangerousness.” In Oregon, an expert may offer his opinion on the future dangerousness of a defendant, so long as the standards for scientific evidence are met under State v. Brown and State v. O’Key. Oregon also requires that the state provide a defendant with the assistance of an independent psychiatrist as per due process when the prosecutor presents psychiatric evidence of future dangerousness. The defendant psychiatrist increases the cost of litigation, both in terms of his payment and in time needed for evaluations and testimony at trial. Hiring expert witnesses for future-dangerousness analysis also increases the cost of litigation beyond the trial itself as reliability of such an analysis is reviewed on a case-by-case basis.

Maintaining capital punishment in Oregon will un-

---

431 Barefoot v. Estelle, 463 U.S. 880, 901 (1983). This issue was again recently litigated in United States v. Berry, 624 F.3d 1031, 1039–40 (9th Cir. 2010).
435 687 P.2d 751, 767–76 (Or. 1984) (specifically discussing the admissibility of polygraph tests and their limited reliability/probative value).
436 899 P.2d 663, 673 (Or. 1995) (holding that “trial courts have an obligation to ensure that proffered expert scientific testimony that a court finds possesses significantly increased potential to influence the trier of fact as ‘scientific’ assertions is scientifically valid. This is especially true in cases where the proffered expert scientific testimony is innovative, nontraditional, unconventional, controversial, or close to the frontier of understanding.”); see also State v. Haugen, 243 P.3d 31, 44 (Or. 2010) (holding that the issue of admissibility of experts’ opinions was not preserved for appeal).
437 See Ake v. Oklahoma, 470 U.S. 68, 83 (1985). This issue was more recently litigated in Williams v. Ryan, 623 F.3d 1258, 1268–270 (9th Cir. 2010).
438 The Wagner Court stated: “In Bales v. SAIF, 294 Or. 224, 656 P.2d 300 (1982), we made it clear that a decision as to which of two conflicting schools of medical
doubtedly ensure that the future-dangerousness question is revisited which will necessarily result in increased litigation and increased costs to taxpayers.\textsuperscript{439}

In addition to future-dangerousness challenges, many states, including Oregon, are likely to see increased litigation and challenges to the law relating to the “unprecedented length of the interval between sentence and execution, as well as the increasingly harsh conditions of death row” known as “Lackey claims.”\textsuperscript{440} The length of time that death-row inmates across the U.S. spend on death row has increased substantially in recent years,\textsuperscript{441} and raises questions about the constitutionality of this added punishment.\textsuperscript{442} Although the U.S. Supreme Court has not addressed this issue directly, both Justices Stephen Breyer and John Paul Stevens have questioned the constitutionality of long delays on death row. In 1995 in\textit{ Lackey v. Texas}, a case involving a Texas inmate on death row for 17 years, Justice Stevens encouraged lower courts to examine whether executing inmates after prolonged periods on death row might

thought is correct is not a question of law; it is a question of fact to be decided by presenting in proper evidentiary form the various views to the finder of fact. The decision made in that case and on that record is not binding on the courts or the finders of fact in later cases that present the issue. In other words, such a decision does not establish a rule of law. We also observed that the opinion of an expert should not necessarily be given less weight by a finder of fact just because the witness espouses the view of a minority of his profession.” State v. Wagner, 752 P.2d 1136, 1161 (Or. 1988) (emphasis added).

Note that at least two states (California and Mississippi) refuse to consider future dangerousness in determining life or death. In California, the Court in\textit{ People v. Muritshaw} held that the admittance of psychiatric expert predictions on future dangerousness was reversible error because the testimony was highly unreliable, extraordinarily prejudicial, and of limited relevance. People v. Muritshaw, 631 P.2d 446, 466 (Cal. 1981). Because the evidence was highly prejudicial and “only marginally relevant,” the Court refused to allow it. Id. at 450. Similarly, in Mississippi, the Supreme Court of Mississippi held that aggravating circumstances are limited to the statutory factors, and the trial court erred by allowing the prosecutor to emphasize future dangerousness. Balfour v. State, 598 So. 2d 731, 747–48 (Miss. 1992).

Steiker & Steiker, supra note 239, at 678, 681. These\textit{ Lackey} claims refer to a prisoner’s legal claim asserting that imprisonment on death row for a prolonged period is cruel and unusual punishment. See\textit{ Lackey} v. Texas, 514 U.S. 1045, 1045 (1995).


See Foden-Vencil, supra note 252 (discussing Gary Haugen’s desire to be executed “to end his time on death row”).
violate the Eighth Amendment. And a few years later, in 1999, dissenting from the Court’s decision to deny certiorari of two inmates’ (who had each spent more than 20 years on death row) appeals, Justice Breyer wrote, “It is difficult to deny the suffering inherent in a prolonged wait for execution.” More recently, in 2009, while the Court declined to review Thompson v. McNeil, where the inmate had been on death row for 32 years, Justice Stevens, called the treatment of the defendant “dehumanizing,” noting that Thompson “has endured especially severe conditions of confinement, spending up to 23 hours per day in isolation in a 6- by 9-foot cell” and has experienced two stays of execution “only shortly before he was scheduled to be put to death.” In his dissent, Justice Breyer stated, “The question here, however, is whether the Constitution permits [the] execution after a delay of 32 years—a delay for which the State was in significant part responsible.” While to date such individual Eighth Amendment challenges have been ignored or unsuccessful, the issue will likely continue to come up in states where inmates have been on death row for 20 or more years (as in Oregon) until the Court issues a definitive ruling on the matter. Likewise, as these Lackey claims are ones that attack the administration of the death penalty, they are “a potent reminder” that the death penalty is not working and could eventually “provide a wedge for reconsideration of the death penalty’s ultimate constitutionality.”

---

443 See Lackey, 514 U.S. at 1047.
446 Thompson, 129 S. Ct. at 1304 (Breyer, J., dissenting from denial of certiorari).
447 See Foster v. Florida, 537 U.S. 990 (2002) (denying certiorari to hear a claim of an inmate on death row for 27 years); Knight, 528 U.S. 990 (denying certiorari to hear the claims of two inmates who spent more than 20 years on death row); Elledge v. Florida, 525 U.S. 944, 944 (1998) (denying certiorari to hear the claim of an inmate on death for 23 years); Lackey, 514 U.S. 1045 (denying certiorari to hear a claim of an inmate on death row for 17 years). To date, no state prohibits the execution of an inmate after a period of prolonged confinement. In fact, few states have actually considered the Lackey claim. Likewise, no federal court has found a violation of the Eighth Amendment to execute an inmate after a prolonged period of time on death row. See Appellant’s Opening Brief at 380, State v. Rogers, 4 P.3d 1261 (2000) (No. S053466); Jeremy Root, Cruel and Unusual Punishment: A Reconsideration of the Lackey Claim, 27 N.Y.U. Rev. L. & Soc. Change 281, 304 (2001–2002).
448 See Steiker & Steiker, supra note 239, at 686 (listing the Court’s limitations on the death penalty over the last 10 years such as eliminating it for juveniles and persons with mental retardation, and for non-homicidal offenses against persons along with its expressed concerns about its arbitrariness and the lack of safeguards to protect the innocent).
V. Conclusion

While capital punishment remains on the books in Oregon, it is carried out rarely and only for volunteers; it moves at a snail’s pace and is absorbing millions of dollars. Oregon’s death penalty is long overdue for an examination as a public policy; its problems and alleged benefits should be weighed. In 1978 and in 1984, Oregon voters decided whether the death penalty in theory was appropriate for the most horrible crimes, but the death penalty in practice (cost, effectiveness, time) is what needs to be reviewed and examined. Governor Kitzhaber’s official moratorium on executions provides the citizens of Oregon an opportunity to consider whether Oregon should maintain or abolish the death penalty. In order for this discussion to take place, the Governor should designate a diverse non-partisan committee as many other states have done to study all aspects of the death penalty as administered in Oregon and report its findings and recommendations.\(^{449}\) If the Committee concludes that the death-penalty system is broken and dysfunctional, the Governor should commute the sentences of those on death row.

At a minimum, this committee should examine whether the current capital-punishment system meets its intended purpose of deterrence; whether selecting and trying capital defendants is a fair process and not arbitrary or discriminatory (from selection through sentencing); whether there are differences in the geography or crime facts of those selected for a death sentence versus those selected for a life-imprisonment sentence; whether all possible protections against the execution of an innocent person are in place;\(^{450}\) and whether alternatives to the death penalty exist that could ensure public safety and address the concerns of victims’ fami-
lies. In addition, the committee should conduct a detailed cost analysis\textsuperscript{451} that compares the costs for aggravated murder cases, including capital cases, true life and ordinary-life cases. Such an analysis should include costs to local, state, and federal governmental entities, as well as to private individuals such as attorneys, experts, consultants, specialists and investigators. To be of value, the study must be comprehensive. It must cover all aspects of Oregon’s death-penalty system and examine and track death cases through every stage in Oregon’s adjudication process from 1984 until today.\textsuperscript{452} Without a commitment to assess Oregon’s death-penalty system that will provide the information necessary for the public to make informed decisions about this difficult issue, Governor Kitzhaber’s courageousness in declaring a moratorium will be nothing more than an empty gesture.

\textsuperscript{451} Even prior to the committee’s study of costs, the legislature should immediately pass legislation to track the costs of the death penalty by making it statutorily required for PDS, DOJ and DOC to keep a record all of the costs associated with the administration of the death penalty.

\textsuperscript{452} New Jersey is one of the only states to maintain detailed statistical evidence regarding defendants against whom the death penalty is sought and imposed. See Leigh B. Bienen, The Proportionality Review of Capital Cases by State High Courts After Gregg: Only “The Appearance of Justice”? 87 J. CRIM. L. & CRIMINOLOGY 130, 133–54 (1996). New Jersey’s “sustained support for a reliable and comprehensive data-gathering and analysis project has not yet been matched by any other state high court.” Id. at 184.